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1 Introduction

More than ever, success in the modern world requires a formal education in

a variety of academic domains, such as mathematics. Academic competencies

at the end of schooling influence employability, wages, and the ability to

navigate the complexities of living in a developed economy (Richmond-

Rakerd et al., 2020; Ritchie & Bates, 2013). Thus, it is not surprising that

complex educational systems have emerged and expanded in response to

increases in the social and economic complexity of societies (Goldin, 1999;

F. O. Ramirez & Boli, 1987). The spread of schools and the expectation that all

children will receive an extended formal education belie the deeper question of

why schooling is necessary. After all, most young children acquire many

complex competencies, such as language, without any type of formal or infor-

mal (e.g., parental tutoring) education. Why can most preschoolers learn the

complexities of their native language by simply engaging in everyday social

activities, but several years later struggle to decode (sound out) unfamiliar

words during the act of reading? These differences in the ease of learning can

be linked to the evolutionary history of the competency (Geary, 1995).

Language and other social competencies are human universals, and the basic

brain and cognitive systems that guide their development are in place early in

life. For instance, the basic neural architecture of the language system forms

prenatally (Keunen et al., 2017), and brain imaging studies confirm its special-

ization for language in the first months of life (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2010).

The universality, inherent brain architecture, and structure in the developmental

elaboration of language skills (Brown, 1973) suggest it was present with the

emergence ofHomo sapiens at least 200,000 years ago (Bae et al., 2017; Pinker

& Bloom, 1990). Other social competencies, such as sensitivity to social cues

(e.g., based on body posture), are common among primates, suggesting the

basic architecture of these abilities emerged at least 25 million years ago

(Christov-Moore et al., 2014). The basic structure of the hippocampus evolved

in vertebrates more than 500 million years ago and enables the formation of

cognitive representations of the physical world that support navigation and

related spatial abilities (Broglio et al., 2015; E. A. Murray et al., 2018).

Now, contrast these evolutionary histories with the historical emergence of

academic domains and schooling. Formal instruction, as we might recognize it

today, first appeared about 5,000 years ago with the emergence of large complex

societies (Eskelson, 2020). Education in these contexts was typically limited to

a small number of scribes whose literacy and numeracy training was used to

support the bureaucratic management of these societies. The expansion of

schooling was slow, and fitful. Universal education emerged across many

1The Evolved Mind and Modern Education
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parts of Europe over the past 400 years (Goldin, 1999; F. O. Ramirez & Boli,

1987). In many areas of the Western world, universal education was not

achieved until well into the nineteenth century and sometimes the early twenti-

eth and remains to be achieved in some parts of the world today (Golden, 1999).

There is evidence for recent evolutionary selection for traits (e.g., general

ability, conscientiousness) that influence educational attainment (Srinivasan

et al., 2018) and examples of how investment in education can result in

reproductive benefits (e.g., more grandchildren) (Galor & Klemp, 2019).

Nevertheless, the recency and the historical selectivity of educational oppor-

tunities make it unlikely that the same types of brain and cognitive scaffolds that

evolved to support abilities with deep evolutionary histories, such as language

and spatial abilities, are as elaborated or as universally available to support

academic learning.

Consideration of the evolutionary history of cognitive abilities has profound

implications for our understanding of children’s cognitive development and

their academic learning (Geary, 2007, 2008; Sweller et al., 2019). Universal

competencies with a deep history are termed biologically primary abilities or

folk abilities, whereas those that are cultural inventions are termed biologically

secondary abilities to emphasize they are built from primary ones largely

through instruction in school (Geary, 1995). In the next section, I provide

a brief overview of brain and cognitive evolution and provide a taxonomy of

primary abilities and a model of how they are elaborated and adapted to local

conditions during development. The section includes brief overviews of the

cognitive systems that contribute to learning and innovation. The third section

focuses on secondary abilities and formal schooling broadly, the fourth explores

noncognitive contributions to educational outcomes, and the fifth addresses

instructional implications. The core foci of each section are shown in Table 1.

2 Brain and Cognitive Evolution

EvenWallace, the codiscoverer of natural selection, argued that the humanmind

differed from other minds, having qualities that cannot be explained by evolu-

tionary processes (Wallace, 1869). The human brain and mind do differ in some

significant ways from those of other minds (Penn et al., 2008), but these

differences do not mean it has eluded the crucible of evolutionary selection

(Geary, 2005). There are many features of the human brain and associated

cognitive abilities that are evolutionarily conserved, that is, the same basic

systems are found in other primates (Smaers & Vanier, 2019), mammals

(Assaf et al., 2020), and, as mentioned, sometimes across all vertebrates

(E. A. Murray et al., 2018). Differences across species generally reflect

2 Applied Evolutionary Science
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Table 1 Outline of evolutionary and cultural changes resulting in modern
education.

Brain and Cognitive Evolution

The goal is to provide an overview of constraint and plasticity in brain and
cognition and their evolution. This sets the foundation for understanding
the uniquely human ability to innovate and create evolutionarily novel
knowledge and ultimately to learn this knowledge in school settings.

Biologically Primary or Evolved Folk Domains

Universal forms of human cognition, such as language, are described. The basic
structure of these abilities are inherent and form prenatally or early
postnatally, but many are plastic and become refined and adapted to local
conditions through children’s engagement in species typical experience-
expectant behaviors, such as social play. Plasticity in individual brain areas
and networks of areas opens the possibility (within limits) of modifying these
areas and networks for creating evolutionarily novel abilities (e.g., reading,
mathematics).

Cognitive Systems and Innovation

The evolutionary pressures that ramped up the human ability to adapt to novelty
and change are described. These resulted in changes in the brain’s top–down
attentional control systems and the systems that support self-referential
problem solving and integration of remotely related ideas (default mode
network). These networks support general ability and creativity and can be
engaged to modify primary folk systems to create new networks that support
learning evolutionarily novel or biologically secondary abilities.

Cumulative Cultural Evolution and Academic Learning

The human ability to modify primary systems to create secondary abilities,
along with social imitation and other factors, created a cumulative culture.
Here, useful innovations are retained and transmitted to the next generation.
This accumulated knowledge created the need for formal schooling to better
prepare children for an adulthood that requires secondary knowledge and
skills in these cultures.

Foundations of Evolutionary Educational Psychology

The foundational premises of evolutionary educational psychology are
presented. The gist is that cumulative culture has created a gap between
abilities that children easily acquire (e.g., language) through engagement in
species-typical activities (e.g., social play) and the abilities they need to be
successful in the modern world. The premises focus on the implications for
instructional practices and students’ academic motivation.

3The Evolved Mind and Modern Education
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variation in the relative enhancement of one conserved system or another. As an

example, nocturnal primates have relatively larger olfactory than visual sys-

tems, whereas diurnal (awake during the day) species have relatively larger

visual than olfactory systems (DeCasien & Higham, 2019).

Table 1 (cont.)

Biologically Secondary Learning

Evolutionary elaboration of the brain’s top–down attentional control networks
and plasticity in brain regions that support folk abilities opened the door
for the creation and learning of evolutionarily novel abilities and skills, such
as writing systems and mathematics. Cognitive and brain imaging studies are
used to describe how instruction capitalizes on the language system to
create the ability to read and write. The same approach is used to describe
learning in biologically secondary mathematics.

Noncognitive Processes and Educational Outcomes

An evolutionary framework is used to integrate aspects of the attentional control
and default mode networks with academic self-concepts, personality, and
academic anxieties (e.g., math anxiety), and how these influence short-term
and long-term educational outcomes.

Conscientiousness and Anxiety

One of attentional networks controls the switching between external and
internal, self-referential attentional focus. The network is related to
conscientiousness and the ability to maintain external focus during academic
learning and to maintain long-term educational goals. A component of the
network is also involved in acquired fears and likely contributes to academic
anxieties.

Self-Awareness and Academic Self-Concepts

Evolutionary elaboration of the brain’s default mode network supports self-
awareness (focusing attention on and gaining knowledge about aspects of the
self) and self-conceptions that in turn are the foundation for academic self-
beliefs. These beliefs and awareness of academic strengths and weaknesses
enable cultural niche seeking.

Instruction Implications and Research

The general educational implications of an evolutionary approach to academic
learning are provided and focus on differences between the developmental
activities that promote primary and secondary learning. These differences
help to resolve long-standing debates about educational approaches.

4 Applied Evolutionary Science
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In other words, species that are active at night are more dependent on smell to

detect conspecifics (members of the same species), prey, and predators, whereas

species that are active during the day are more dependent on visual cues for

these same things. Evolutionary selection will favor individuals of nocturnal

species with better olfactory than visual systems, and the opposite for individ-

uals of diurnal species, resulting in differential enhancement of olfactory and

visual systems. At the same time, there are unique aspects of brain structure and

functions (e.g., patterns of gene expression) across orders (e.g., primates vs.

rodents) and species (Bi et al., 2023; DeCasien et al., 2022). These differences

can involve, for instance, the division of one brain area into subdivisions that

process related but distinct types of information. Each of these areas might have

related but more specialized functions (e.g., responding to different types of

social cues) and with different patterns of connectivity to other brain areas.

These differentiations could be unique to a particular species (e.g., humans vs.

great apes) or unique to a group of related species (e.g., great apes vs. monkeys)

(Preuss & Wise, 2022).

One important point is that evolution largely acts on integrated systems of

brain regions that facilitate adaptive behaviors or cognitions, and many differ-

ences across species are in terms of the relative (controlling overall brain size)

enhancement of the functioning of one system or another, and sometimes

differentiation of some areas that can assume new functions. These coordinated

brain regions tend to develop and fire synchronously, and their expression is

influenced by overlapping genes (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2013; Arnatkeviciute

et al., 2021). For instance, human language is supported by multiple intercon-

nected brain areas. These areas codevelop and are influenced by a common set

of genes, but these in turn differ from the system and underlying genes that

influence stress and emotional reactivity (Thompson et al., 2001). Engagement

in species-typical behaviors further ensures the synchronous activity of these

brain networks and helps to solidify their integration during development and

better adapt them to the nuances of local conditions.

The proposed evolved functions of these networks typically include some

mix of coping with social demands, other species (e.g., avoiding predation), and

the physical environment (e.g., navigating) (DeCasien et al., 2022; Sliwa &

Freiwald, 2017). Associated debates concern the relative importance of one

demand, such as dealing with conspecifics, or another, such as finding food that

is dispersed across the ecology. The same is true for models of human cognitive

evolution, with different proposals focused on the relative importance of coping

with weather changes (e.g., preparing for winter) (Kanazawa, 2008; Potts,

1998), the need to become proficient in obtaining the staples of life (e.g.,

hunting) (Kaplan et al., 2000), and social dynamics (Alexander, 1989; Flinn

5The Evolved Mind and Modern Education
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et al., 2005; Geary, 2005). It is likely that some combination of these factors

contributed to human cognitive evolution, but their relative importance may

have changed over evolutionary time.

In any case, these pressures align with research on children’s biologically

primary or folk abilities, that is, an intuitive and universal understanding of

people and social dynamics (folk psychology), other species (folk biology), and

the physical world (folk physics). The key to the emergence of culture and the

invention and eventual need to learn in academic or biologically secondary

domains is an evolved ability to modify these folk abilities from the top down,

that is, to reconfigure evolved brain networks so that they process and compre-

hend novel information. The ability to learn in these secondary domains has

been studied for more than a century, and the underlying processes are called

general ability or general intelligence (Spearman, 1904). The following sections

overview primary domains, place general ability in an evolutionary perspective,

and describe the evolutionary elaboration of the brain systems that support

attentional control and self-referential thoughts and use of mental models for

problem solving. These elaborations are components of humans’ general ability

and creativity and undergird human cultural evolution and contribute to the

ability to modify primary systems during schooling.

2.1 Folk Domains

Primary abilities represent brain (e.g., Wernicke’s area that supports language),

perceptual (e.g., basic language sounds), and cognitive (e.g., language compre-

hension) systems that enable people to develop andmanage social relationships,

forage and hunt, construct tools, and remember and navigate in the local

ecology. These abilities can be organized as folk psychology, folk biology,

and folk physics (Atran, 1998; Geary, 2005; S. A. Gelman, 2003; Leslie et al.,

2004; Mithen, 1996; Wellman & Gelman, 1992), as shown in Figure 1. The

social level reflects competencies and knowledge that support social relation-

ships and dynamics (Brothers & Ring, 1992; Dunbar, 1998; Flinn et al., 2005;

Humphrey, 1976), whereas the ecological level (biological and physical)

reflects competencies and knowledge that support survival activities, such as

hunting or using plants as medicines, in traditional contexts (Kaplan et al.,

2000). The third level is composed of key folk domains that can be put together

in building-block form to create functional systems to meet current social or

ecological demands (Geary, 2005). The Individual level under folk psychology,

for example, captures the abilities (e.g., language, face processing) and know-

ledge (person schema) that are engaged during social interactions and that

support social relationships.

6 Applied Evolutionary Science
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These are not the final words on folk abilities, but nevertheless they provide

an organization to the types of competencies that emerge and the ways in which

knowledge is organized in the absence of schooling. The brain and cognitive

systems that support primary abilities are also the raw materials from which

secondary abilities are constructed and reflect the motivational and behavioral

biases of children. These biases generate experiences (Section 2.1.3) that are

needed for the full development of many primary abilities but at the same time

might conflict with the motivation to engage in activities that promote second-

ary learning.

2.1.1 Folk Psychology

The folk psychological domains are organized around abilities and knowledge

related to the self, individuals, and groups. These domains and those in the next

section can be considered modular in that they represent integrated abilities and

knowledge schemas (i.e., knowledge organized around a specific theme), but

they are supported by systems of brain regions not a single region. Language,

for instance, is a coherent and very functional social-cognitive ability but is

supported by a system of regions that are distributed across various areas in the

brain (Gernsbacher & Kaschak, 2003) and is highly integrated with other social

competencies, such as use of gesture (Skipper et al., 2007).

Self-awareness is the ability to focus attention on attributes of the self and to

mentally time travel, that is, to think about oneself in the past and to project

oneself into potential future situations (Suddendorf & Corballis, 2007; Tulving,

2002). It is supported by the default mode (Section 2.2.3) and executive atten-

tion (Section 2.2.4) brain networks that act on personal (autobiographical)

memories and other representations of the self (Lou et al., 2017; Raichle,

2015). One area of the default mode network is involved in feelings of agency,

self-awareness, personal memories, and thinking about the world in self-

relevant ways (Cavanna & Trimble, 2006; Rugg & Vilberg, 2013), whereas

other areas support conscious reflections about the self, including self-

evaluations (Davey et al., 2016). The combination allows people to generate

a conscious representation of themselves in the context of past and future social

scenarios (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014) and to engage in social comparisons

and to socially strategize (Geary, 2005; Raichle, 2015). The self-schema links

autobiographical memories with knowledge and beliefs about the self. These

beliefs include personal evaluations of competence in various areas (Bandura,

2001; Ryan & Deci, 2017), including academic self-concepts, self-efficacy, and

in modern contexts anxiety around academics, including mathematics anxiety

(Geary, 2022; Geary & Xu, 2022; Levine & Pantoja, 2021).

7The Evolved Mind and Modern Education
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The individual-level competencies support the development andmaintenance

of one-on-one relationships and social interactions (Bugental, 2000; Caporael,

1997). These are supported by a suite of brain and cognitive systems that enable

the ability to read nonverbal communication signals (e.g., gesture), facial

expressions, language, and theory of mind (Adolphs, 1999; Brothers & Ring,

1992; Humphrey, 1976; Pinker & Bloom, 1990), and are integrated with social-

reward, motivational, and emotional systems (Gangopadhyay et al., 2021).

Theory of mind is the ability to make inferences about the intentions, beliefs,

emotional states, and likely future behavior of other individuals and is espe-

cially developed in humans and related to social skills (Imuta et al., 2016; Leslie

et al., 2004). People develop person schemas of familiar people and people for

whom future relationships are expected (Fiske & Taylor, 1991). The schema is

a long-term memory network that includes representations of other persons’

physical attributes (e.g., sex, age), as well as memories for specific behavioral

episodes, and more abstract trait information.

People typically live in large social groups and differentially affiliate with

others. Behaviors and cognitions regarding these social groupings are influ-

enced by kinship, the formation of ingroups and outgroups, and ideologically

based social identification (Alexander, 1989; Dunbar, 1993). An evolved bias to

favor kin over non-kin is found across species (W. D. Hamilton, 1964; Lukas &

Clutton-Brock, 2018). The formation of ingroup coalitions composed of kin and

oftentimes cooperating non-kin (e.g., friends) is common among primates and

results in response to the formation of competing groups, that is, individuals in

these groups cooperate to better compete with other groups (outgroups) over

control of important resources (e.g., food sources).

The formation of ingroups and outgroups is a human universal, especially

under threat. In these contexts, biases favoring ingroup members and hostile

attributions (e.g., outgroup intends to harm the ingroup) about members of

outgroups are exacerbated (Horowitz, 2001; Riek et al., 2006). Hewstone

et al. (2002, p. 586) concluded that “threat is a central explanatory concept in

several of the theories . . . and literature on intergroup bias.” Humans have the

unique ability to form large ingroups based on ideology and a shared system of

beliefs and selectively applied moral rules (Abrams & Hogg, 1990). These are

critical to the formation of larger and more competitive groups than would

otherwise be possible based on personal relationships, and support collective

action among ingroup members. Ultimately, alliances are about organizing

groups that have common interests, and these interests are ultimately directed

at gaining control of resources and status and the allocation of these to members

of one’s alliance (Geary, 2005; Pinsof et al., 2023).

8 Applied Evolutionary Science
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2.1.2 Folk Biology and Folk Physics

Evolved adaptations that enable dealing with other species, specifically poten-

tial prey and predators, are the norm. For mammals and other complex organ-

isms, there is ample evidence for species-specific brain, cognitive, behavioral,

and physical specializations that enable the location and manipulation (e.g.,

raccoons, Procyon lotor, cleaning of food) of edible plants, fruits, and nuts, as

well as the location and capture of prey species (e.g., Barton & Dean, 1993;

Huffman et al.,1999). The folk biology systems shown in Figure 1 represent the

most rudimentary cognitive specializations that support humans’ ability to learn

about, identify, and secure biological resources in natural contexts (Malt, 1995;

Medin & Atran, 2004). As with folk psychological competencies, there appears

to be an inherent but skeletal set of perceptual (e.g., attention to self-generated

motion) and cognitive biases (e.g., inference that living things have agency) that

orient children toward living things and support learning about them (Atran,

1998; Margett-Jordan et al., 2017; Setoh et al., 2013). By adolescence, these

coalesce into functional competencies that support hunting, gathering, horticul-

ture, and, in many contexts, animal domestication.

The result is that people throughout the world can categorize the flora and

fauna in their local ecologies and show similar categorical and inferential biases

when reasoning about them (Atran, 1998; Berlin et al., 1966). Through ethno-

biological studies, “it has become apparent that, while individual societies may

differ considerably in their conceptualization of plants and animals, there are

a number of strikingly regular structural principles of folk biological classifica-

tion which are quite general” (Berlin et al., 1973, p. 214). Knowledge of the

species’ morphology, behavior, growth pattern, and ecological niche help to

define the essence of the species (Malt, 1995), which is a species-specific

schema that includes knowledge of salient and stable characteristics (Medin

et al., 2006). Biological essence allows people to mentally represent and predict

the likely behavior of plants and animals, as related to hunting, foraging, and

horticulture.

As shown in Figure 1, folk physics represents the brain, perceptual, and

cognitive systems that support engagement with the physical world as related

to seeking food, shelter, or mates and to avoid threats (e.g., predators) (Gallistel,

1990; O’Keefe, J., & Nadel, 1978).Movement captures the systems that support

actual movement or navigation in physical space (Milner & Goodale, 2006).

These are common, evolutionarily old systems that include the hippocampus,

surrounding areas, and parts of the parietal and occipital cortices (Broglio et al.,

2015; E. A. Murray et al., 2018). Exploration of the environment results in the

development of implicit “cognitive maps” or representations of large-scale

9The Evolved Mind and Modern Education
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space that further aid in navigation. However, representation in Figure 1 refers

to the ability to explicitly (from the top-down) generate and mentally manipu-

late maps or images of large-scale space and understand the orientation of

objects to one another in this space even when not directly engaged in it.

Tool use refers to an understanding of the properties of objects, such as shape,

and the ability to mentally represent images of objects in different positions.

The latter contributes to an understanding of how objects can be used as tools

and mechanical reasoning (Hegarty, 2004; Reynaud et al., 2016). The human

ability to explicitly represent large-scale space, how objects move in space, and

how they might be used as tools exceeds the capabilities of other species (e.g.,

Povinelli, 2000). The brain systems that support these various visuospatial

abilities also include areas that enable the representation of relative magnitude,

such as distance (Summerfield et al., 2020). These magnitudes are typically

represented along a single continuous dimension that encodes the relations

among them, such as closer to farther. The number system shown in Figure 1

is one of these dimensions – called the approximate number system (ANS) –

and supports an intuitive understanding of relative quantity (Feigenson et al.,

2004; Gallistel & Gelman, 2000; Geary et al., 2015). The ANS provides an

intuitive sense of more versus less when comparing two or more groups of

objects (e.g., potential food) and is mentioned here because of its potential

relation to secondary mathematics.

2.1.3 Developmental Elaboration

The evolutionary enhancement of one brain area or system or another is realized

during prenatal and postnatal development. For mammals and birds, this devel-

opment can be influenced by intrinsic factors (e.g., patterns of inherent gene

expression), termed the protomap hypothesis (Rakic, 1988), as well as by

activity-dependent extrinsic factors (Greenough et al., 1987), termed the pro-

tocortex hypothesis (O’Leary et al., 1994). During human prenatal develop-

ment, some areas of the brain (e.g., prefrontal cortex, visual cortex, below) show

region-specific patterns of gene expression and specific genetic influences on

the specialization of these areas, in keeping with the protomap hypothesis,

whereas other regions appear to become specialized based in part on patterns

of input from other brain regions, such as the thalamus (Bhaduri et al., 2021), in

keeping with the protocortex hypothesis. Among other functions (e.g., contri-

butions to cognitive and affective systems), the thalamus relays information

from sensory and motor systems, such as sounds, to the cortex (Roy et al.,

2022), and during prenatal development, it sends different patterns of signals to

the neocortex that in turn contribute to the specialization of different brain

10 Applied Evolutionary Science
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Figure 1 Primary folk abilities coalesce around the domains of folk psychology, folk biology, and folk physics. These enable the navigation

of core social relationships and the common ecological demands (e.g., hunting) of people living in traditional contexts. Adapted from The

origin of mind: Evolution of brain, cognition, and general intelligence, by D. G. Geary, 2005, p. 129. Copyright 2005 by American

Psychological Association.

https://doi.org/10.1017/9781009454858 Published online by Cambridge University Press

https://doi.org/10.1017/9781009454858


regions for processing different types of information (e.g., sounds, visual

images). The core point is that the basic structure of most mammalian brain

regions emerges prenatally through patterns of region-specific processes, and

many of these systems become refined and better differentiated by activity

patterns (neural firing patterns) triggered by other regions (Cadwell et al.,

2019).

For some species, extrinsic influences also arise from postnatal behaviors that

result in species-typical or experience-expectant exposure to socially and eco-

logically important information (Greenough et al., 1987). This sensitivity to

postnatal experiences is an important aspect of brain plasticity, although this

form of plasticity is not yet fully understood. What is known indicates that it

occurs at different levels (e.g., from synaptic connections between neurons to

integrated brain systems) and can differ across species and brain regions

(Bonfanti & Charvet, 2021). Plasticity is linked in part to brain maturation

and thus slower-developing brains imply greater potential for the evolution of

modifiable brain systems, which of course suggests important levels of brain

plasticity in humans. At the same time, genetic constraint and hormonal influ-

ences during puberty are important influences on brain development that oper-

ate, in theory, in concert with experience-expectant activities (Arnatkeviciute

et al., 2021; Bonfanti & Charvet, 2021), but how these interact is not well

understood.

In any case, the point is that there are evolutionarily conserved brain regions

whose basic structure and function emerge during prenatal development, but the

maturation of some of these regions and systems of regions will be influenced

by postnatal experiences. The benefit of such plasticity is likely largest for

domains in which the associated demands vary across generations and within

lifespans (Greenough et al., 1987), which includes many aspects of the folk

domains shown in Figure 1 (Geary & Huffman, 2002). For instance, there is

both constraint and plasticity in many social information processing systems.

The basic structure of the human face is conserved (across people and primates)

and there are dedicated brain regions that orient attention toward and support the

processing of facial features, but aspects of the system are also plastic and

function to support the recognition of individual people, such as one’s parents

(Johnson et al., 2015; Pascalis et al., 2002). There are also mixed patterns of

regularity and variation in other folk psychological domains, and in folk biology

and folk physics domains that allow people to occupy vastly different social and

ecological niches.

Consider the auditory system (for processing sounds) as an example of constraint

and plasticity. All mammals have basic auditory neocortical regions that form

prenatally (Krubitzer, 1995; Northcutt & Kaas, 1995). Some regions of the human
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auditory system are specialized for processing speech sounds in infancy (Dehaene

et al., 2010), and these become refined and more specialized based on postnatal

exposure to language (Kuhl, 2010). The process of refining this brain system is aided

by common patterns of parent–child synchronized vocalizations, parents’modified

speech patterns (infant-directed speech), and infants’ attention to such speech (Cox

et al., 2023; Nguyen et al., 2022; Peter et al., 2016). These experience-expectant

episodes aid in many aspects of infants’ language development, including

a trimming of the range of language sounds to which the system responds (Kuhl

et al., 1997). One result is that the system becomes more sensitive to the parents’

native language sounds and less sensitive to language sounds they have not heard.

A similar process, as noted, has been demonstrated for face processing

(Johnson et al., 2015; Pascalis et al., 2002) and is likely critical for the develop-

ment of many features of the folk domains shown in Figure 1 (Bjorklund, 2018;

Geary & Bjorklund, 2000; Geary & Huffman, 2002). The basic idea is shown in

Figure 2, whereby many of the early competencies of folk domains reflect innate

but skeletal knowledge (R. Gelman, 1990; S. A. Gelman, 2003; Spelke et al.,

1992). Skeletal means the underlying perceptual and cognitive systems that

emerge during prenatal brain development provide the initial structure of folk

competencies (e.g., orientation toward faces or natural speech patterns), and these

are fleshed out and adapted to local conditions as children engage in species-

typical or experience-expectant behaviors (R. Gelman, 1990; Gopnik &

Wellman, 2012). For these processes to operate, early attentional, perceptual,

Figure 2 Inherent biases influence infants’ and children’s emerging folk

abilities and include biases in motivational and reward systems that promote

child-initiated species-typical behaviors. These experiences result in neural

activity patterns that refine and solidify folk abilities.
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and cognitive biasesmust be coupled with amotivation to engage the ecology and

the social world in ways that recapitulate the experiences that drove the evolution

of these biases (Bjorklund & Pellegrini, 2002; Greenough, 1991; Scarr, 1992).

These behavioral biases are expressed as common childhood activities, includ-

ing parent-child interactions, peer relationships, and exploration of the ecology, and

are maintained because they likely trigger inherent reward centers (i.e., they are

enjoyable). These activities result in experience-expectant activation of the brain

systems that underlie folk domains. The result is a refinement of these skeletal

systems such that they are better adapted to local conditions just as early exposure

to language fine tunes the systems that process language sounds. To be sure, there

are important and often substantive genetic influences on postnatal brain develop-

ment, but there are also activity-dependent influences on aspects of this develop-

ment (Jernigan et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2001). The point is that some aspects

of children’s normal brain and cognitive development are dependent on co-

evolving motivational and behavioral biases that result in the experiences needed

for the full development and refinement of these brain and cognitive systems.

Based on evolutionary and prenatal and postnatal constraints on the structure

and functioning of most of these brain regions, there are almost certainly

constraints on how experience-expectant activities influence brain and cogni-

tive development; that is, the brain though plastic is not a blank slate (Pinker,

2004). These built-in constraints are critically important from an educational

perspective, because they indicate that the systems have evolved to process

specific types of information within a constrained range and do not as readily (or

ever) process information outside of this range (Geary & Huffman, 2002).

These experience-expectant activities are contrasted with experience-

dependent activities that are unique to the individual and result in individual-

specific brain and cognitive representations of the environment (e.g., different

people will have different schemas for their close friends).

2.2 Cognitive Systems and Innovation

Although the systems that support folk domains only process a specific range of

information (e.g., language sounds, object features), the plasticity of these

systems means some of them can be modified to process evolutionarily novel

information that does not differ too much from the evolved counterpart. The

core levels of plasticity include the potential to modify specific brain regions to

process novel information (e.g., increase in synaptic connections or changes in

these connections), such as letters and numerals, and to create novel integrated

systems of brain regions that support more complex academic competencies.

Indeed, the foundation of human innovation, including scientific, technical, and
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artistic advances, is the ability to modify evolved folk domains and create

a deeper conceptual understanding of the social, biological, and physical worlds

(Geary, 2007).

An example is provided by a contrast of naïve (folk physics) beliefs about the

forces acting on a thrown object and Newton’s (1687/1995) analysis of objects

in motion in his masterwork, The Principia. Adults and children can typically

(not always) describe the correct trajectory of a thrown or moving object (e.g.,

Kaiser et al., 1986), reflecting their implicit folk competencies. However, most

people believe there is a force propelling a thrown object forward and a force

propelling it downward. The downward force is gravity (later revised by

Einstein), but there is no force propelling it forward, once the object leaves

the individual’s hand (Clement, 1982). The concept of a forward-force is like

pre-Newtonian beliefs about motion prominent among natural philosophers in

the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. Newton’s conceptual depiction of object

motion (first law of motion in this case) advanced this naïve folk concept, and he

said as much: “I do not define time, space, place and motion, as being well

known to all. Only I must observe, that the vulgar conceive those quantities

under no other notions but from the relation they bear to sensible objects”

(Newton, 1687/1995, p. 13). These were later reinterpreted by Einstein to

provide an even more accurate understanding of motion, time, and space.

Newton’s core stepping stone for modern physics might seem ancient, given it

was published in 1687, but this is just the blink of an eye relative to the 200,000-

year history ofmodern humans, and of course Einstein’s contributions in the early

twentieth century were even more recent. The point is that scientific and many

other cultural advances (e.g., Haydn’s refinement of the structure of classical

symphonies) are very recent from an evolutionary perspective, and, unlike folk

abilities, their emergence is not universal (C. Murray, 2003). The critical point is

that there has not been sufficient time or sufficient evolutionary advantages to

create dedicated brain systems and motivational and behavioral biases to easily

acquire these new forms of knowledge. It is not a coincidence that formal

schooling, and eventually universal schooling, emerged in times and places in

which evolutionarily novel innovations were emerging (Geary, 2002, 2007).

At the same time, humans are clearly capable of creating and learning these

forms of evolutionarily novel knowledge. One goal of the evolutionary

approach to education is to determine the best ways it can capitalize on this

plasticity to coax the brain to process information and grasp concepts that do not

have the same types of built-in scaffolds that support folk abilities. The sections

below provide a theoretical framework for conceptualizing the evolutionary

pressures that resulted in the ability to create and learn novel knowledge, and

a later section addresses educational implications.
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2.2.1 Evolution of General Ability

A key benefit of brain plasticity is the ability to adapt to novelty and change, but

there are cost-benefit trade-offs common to biological systems (Williams,

1957), and thus high levels of plasticity are not expected to be a feature of all

brain areas. The most basic trade-offs are illustrated in Figure 3 and can only be

appreciated in the context of the ecologies in which the species’ evolved

(Dukas, 1998). From this perspective, brain, perceptual, and cognitive systems

provide the interface between the organism and the ecology and function to

guide the organisms’ behavior to achieve outcomes that enhance survival or

Figure 3 The rectangle highlights cost-benefit trade-offs that are predicted to

influence the evolution of brain and cognitive plasticity. Adapted from “Brain

and cognitive evolution: Forms of modularity and functions of mind,” by

D. C. Geary and K. J. Huffman, 2002, Psychological Bulletin, 128, p. 668.

Copyright 2002 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted with

permission.
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reproductive prospects in these ecologies. Selection will favor brain and cogni-

tive systems that are modifiable through activity-dependent changes to the

extent survival- and reproduction-related information varies across generations

and within life spans. The result is the ability to modify (within limits) these

systems to better fit local conditions. Selection will favor inherent constraints to

the extent these information patterns are stable across generations and within

life spans, which ensures the fast and accurate processing of this information.

From this perspective, different brain and cognitive systems are predicted to

vary with respect to relative degree of openness and constraint to the extent the

associated information patterns are variable or stable, respectively.

Without inherent constraint, perception and cognition would be vulnerable to

random, fleeting early experiences that could push brain development in ways

that are not functional in the long term, whereas ubiquitous constraint would

result in highly specialized and efficient perceptual and cognitive systems but

with no potential to innovate if conditions change. A full understanding of brain

and cognitive plasticity and the ability to create and learn (and better teach)

novel things requires an understanding of the conditions that favored the ability

to adapt to variation and change.

There are several proposals about humans’ evolved ability to adapt to change,

at least at the level of complex cognitive abilities. The proposals focus on the

benefits of foresight, planning, and learning to anticipate and prepare for

variation in seasonal changes (e.g., winter, monsoon season) (Kanazawa,

2008; Potts, 1998), to become proficient in obtaining the staples of life (e.g.,

hunting) (Kaplan et al., 2000), or to compete with other people or groups of

people for control of social dynamics and critical resources (Alexander, 1989;

Flinn et al., 2005; Geary, 2005). All these conditions create dynamic change and

selection would favor those with the ability to adapt to this change, although

there are other ways to adapt (e.g., migrating when the weather changes), and

thus any such adaptations need not be found across all species. It is likely that

some combination of these factors contributed to the evolution of complex

cognitive abilities that support adaptation to novelty, although their relative

importance may have changed across evolutionary time (Bailey & Geary,

2009).

Ecological changes in Africa during hominin (our direct ancestors) evolution

are well documented and would have resulted in changing weather patterns and

changing food sources, which has been proposed as a driver of brain evolution

(Vrba, 1996). One difficulty with this climate-ecology argument is that sympat-

ric (living in same ecology) primate species did not experience the same change

in brain size as our direct ancestors (Elton et al., 2001) and their decedents do

not show the same ability to adapt to novelty as modern humans. Social
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competition explains the apparent contradiction because it could result in

a within-species arms race that would separate our relatively more recent

ancestors’ brain and cognitive evolution from that of other species living in

the same ecology (Alexander, 1989; Flinn et al., 2005). The basic idea is that

Homo erectus and laterHomo sapiens expanded into new ecologies and became

increasingly skilled at exploiting them. These gains in ecological dominance

resulted in the crossing of an evolutionary Rubicon:

the ecological dominance of evolving humans diminished the effects
of “extrinsic” forces of natural selection such that within-species
competition became the principle “hostile force of nature” guiding
the long-term evolution of behavioral capacities, traits, and tendencies.
(Alexander, 1989, p. 458)

Humans’ emerging ecological dominance is consistent with the increased rate

of megafauna extinction following human migration into their ranges

(P. S. Martin, 1973). More generally, when a species migrates into an unex-

ploited region with abundant resources, as our ancestors did, the result is

relatively low levels of social competition and rapid increases in population

size, as shown by the top oval in Figure 4 (Mac Arthur &Wilson, 1967). As the

population expands, the per capita resources necessarily decline and competi-

tion for access to them necessarily intensifies, as was described by Malthus

(1798) for many human populations in developing nations before the demo-

graphic shift and M. J. Hamilton and Walker (2018) for hunter-gatherer soci-

eties. The increase in social competition is represented by the rightmost oval of

Figure 4. Under these conditions, Darwin and Wallace’s (1858, p. 54) concep-

tualization of natural selection as a “struggle for existence” becomes in addition

a struggle with other people for control of the resources that support life and

allow one to reproduce (Geary, 2005). The eventual result is a population crash,

after which the per capita availability of resources is higher than it was before

the crash. A well-documented example is the increase in laborers’ wages and

standard of living following plague-induced population crashes in the mid

fourteenth century (Clark, 2016). Following such crashes, another cycle of

population expansion to the carrying capacity of the ecology and later contrac-

tion begins (Fanta et al., 2018).

The repeating cycle accelerates evolutionary selection and will favor those

individuals who gain enhanced social influence and control over culturally

important resources (Geary, 2021; Winegard et al., 2018a). There are many

ways to achieve advantage, and at least some of these are likely facilitated by

general ability and creative innovation. As shown in Figure 4, my proposal is

that general ability and creativity facilitated the creation of novel
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technologies, social strategies, and patterns of social organization that not

only resulted in competitive advantage but further gains in these areas. We

cannot of course directly study the associated social dynamics among earlier

species of Homo or early modern humans, but the historical record supports

the proposal.

The emergence of large-scale agricultural societies illustrates the dynamics.

Although diet quality was often lower than that of hunters and gatherers,

agriculture increased available calories and supported population growth,

which in turn resulted in competitive advantages over smaller groups (Clark,

2008). These additional calories were often stored as grain reserves or in

livestock and created a source of wealth that could be, and was, raided

(Hirschfeld, 2015; Turchin, 2009). Large-scale conflicts often emerged in

areas in which steppes occupied by nomadic herders abutted fertile agricultural

lands (Turchin, 2009). In these contexts, many nomadic groups began raiding

agricultural settlements. The latter prompted the defensive formation of larger

agricultural communities, which was then countered by the unification of

disparate nomadic groups. This cyclical pattern appears to have emerged in

many parts of the world and was associated with advances in social

Figure 4 A cyclical within-species arms race likely contributed to evolutionary

changes in social and technological complexity and supporting changes in brain

and cognition. Adapted from “Mitochondrial functions, cognition, and the

evolution of intelligence: Reply to commentaries and moving forward.” By

D. C. Geary, 2020 Journal of Intelligence, 8, p. 14. Copyright 2020 by author.
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organization, military strategy, and technology, and eventually led to the forma-

tion of empires (Currie et al., 2020; Hermann et al., 2020; Turchin et al., 2013).

These cultural advances must have been aided, at least in part, by individuals

with traits that fostered innovation, including strong general problem-solving

abilities, foresight, and creativity, such as skill at synthesizing information across

disparate domains or the use of analogical relations in one domain to reframe or

solve a problem in another (De Dreu et al., 2023). An example of the latter is

provided by Torricelli’s use of the weight of water and pressure felt by divers to

understand the weight of air or air pressure and to refine the design of mercury

barometers to measure it (Middleton, 1963). Innovation and cultural advances are

likely facilitated by other traits, such as rationality (i.e., the ability to suppress

cognitive biases while problem solving), and aspects of personality (Schmidt &

Hunter, 2004; Stanek & Ones, 2023; Stanovich et al., 2016). Whatever the

combination of traits, one result is that the importance of general ability and

abilities underlying innovationwould increasewith increases in the complexity of

social groups, technologies, and other cultural innovations (e.g., monetary sys-

tems). General ability (Section 2.2.2) would be broadly important because suc-

cess in these cultural contexts would have been increasingly dependent on ease of

learning the novel advances made by others. Thus, it is not surprising that formal

education independently arose in these types of early large-scale societies (e.g.,

Mesopotamia, ancient Egypt) and involved the training of scribes in literacy and

numeracy to help with the bureaucratic management of these societies (Eskelson,

2020). Note that the inclusion of general ability and creativity in this model

focuses only on their effects on enhancing social influence and access to survival-

and reproduction-related resources, which sometimes resulted in advances (e.g.,

weaponry) that might be considered prosocial and widely beneficial and at other

times destructive (Sternberg, 2021).

2.2.2 Integrating Psychometric and Evolutionary Models

The evolutionary approach to brain and cognition needs to be reconciled with

more than a century of psychometric research on human cognitive abilities

(Geary, 2005). The latter focuses on individual differences in performance on

various types of perceptual, cognitive, and academic tests. As shown in

Figure 5, performance on these tests has revealed that human abilities are

hierarchically organized, with specific skills and knowledge (not shown) at

the lowest level (e.g., arithmetic, algebra), broader abilities (e.g., visuospatial,

mathematics) at the next level, and general ability at the apex (Carroll, 1993;

McGrew, 2009). This means that performance on tests at lower levels is influ-

enced by knowledge or abilities at the next level. So, people with generally
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strong mathematics knowledge do better than others in specific areas of math-

ematics. General ability influences performance on all tests regardless of their

content.

These hierarchies provide useful information on the organization of human

knowledge and abilities, at least for people living in modern contexts, but differ

from the folk domains shown in Figure 1. Some aspects overlap, as in the

consistent identification of visuospatial (aspects of folk physics) and auditory/

verbal (aspects of folk psychology) abilities in folk domains and psychometric

studies, but there are also clear differences (e.g., Thurstone & Thurstone, 1941).

The structure of these hierarchies depends on the measures used in the studies,

and most of these include measures of evolutionarily novel abilities, such as

mathematics, and reading measures, and not measures of folk abilities, such as

sensitivity to variation in facial expressions or theory of mind. As a result, the

full diversity of individual differences in human cognition has yet to be

determined.

In any case, the focus here is on what is known about general ability, that is,

the brain and cognitive processes that are common to all forms of perception

and cognition (Spearman, 1904). General ability (or general intelligence, g)

likely results from a combination of factors at different levels, including cellular

energy production (Geary, 2018), neuron development and intercellular synap-

tic functions (Gong et al., 2019; Sniekers et al., 2017), large-scale brain

networks (Jung & Haier, 2007; Santarnecchi et al., 2017), and cognitive pro-

cesses. Much of the research on the latter has focused on people’s ability to

identify the underlying rules or concepts in novel problem-solving domains

Figure 5 Psychometric research indicates that cognitive abilities are

hierarchically organized. At the lowest strata (not shown) are narrow domains

of knowledge (e.g., arithmetic, algebra, geometry) that have a core cognitive

process or knowledge base in common and are represented by a higher strata

ability (e.g., Math Abilities). Performance in all domains is influenced by

general ability.
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(e.g., matrix reasoning), that is, fluid intelligence. These abilities in turn are

thought to be supported by some combination of speed of information process-

ing (Jensen & Munro, 1979), working memory (the ability to keep information

in mind while engaged in other processes) (Engle et al., 1999), and top–down

attentional control (Burgoyne & Engle, 2020; Kane & Engle, 2002).

In other words, the core functional competence, fluid intelligence, is the

ability to problem solve, learn, and adapt to novel situations (Cattell, 1963;

Horn & Cattell, 1966), and these in turn are supported by more basic abilities,

such as top–down attentional control, which in turn are undergirded by under-

lying neurobiological systems. The psychometric focus on the ability to prob-

lem solve in novel contexts is consistent with the focus on variation and novelty

in the evolutionary models. However, this does not tell us how problem solving

unfolds and how it contributes to evolutionarily novel learning.

Recall that aspects of brain development occur based on activity-dependent

external inputs; that is, the organization and functioning of many brain areas are

enhanced when they are activated (e.g., synchronized cell firing) by inputs from

other brain areas or based on experiences in the external world. Activation of one

brain system or another is enhanced by attentional focus on the associated infor-

mation (Cowan, 1998). Built-in perceptual systems (e.g., to orient toward faces)

and motivational biases (e.g., to socially interact) ensure the repeated attention to

and activation of the brain systems that support folk domains. This feature of the

brain is critical to evolutionarily novel learning, but in these cases top–down

attentional control is the key. Stated differently, learning evolutionarily novel skills

or concepts will require repeated activation of the supporting brain systems as with

folk abilities, but now top–down attentional control and internal and external

organization of the materials to be learned are necessary to coax the brain into

processing information (e.g., as in reading words) and grasping concepts (e.g., air

pressure) that it is not fully pre-prepared to learn.

As with folk domains, activity-dependent modification of brain regions to

process evolutionarily novel information can occur through use of internally

generated mental models (e.g., understanding the behavior of a fictional

character) or through external focus on novel information (e.g., passages in

a book). The brain’s default mode network is important for the generation of

mental models and is likely critical to the self-generated internal representa-

tion of novel information and concepts, whereas the executive attention or

fronto-parietal network is important for overriding folk biases and maintain-

ing attentional focus on to-be-learned novel external information. These are

two of the core networks within the human brain (Yeo et al., 2011) and are

related to the generation of creative or innovative ideas (default mode net-

work) and the explicit evaluation of the feasibility or utility of these ideas
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(executive attention) (Marron et al., 2018; Simonton, 2003). The latter is also

a core system that contributes to general ability, including competence at

using step-by-step testing and evaluation of potential novel solutions to

problems, as well as ease of learning in school (Jung & Haier, 2007;

Kriegbaum et al., 2018). In other words, the within-species arms race resulted

in elaboration of several core brain networks, including those associated with

general ability and creative innovation.

2.2.3 Mental Models and the Default Mode Network

Building on the work of Alexander (1989), Humphrey (1976), and others (e.g.,

Johnson-Laird), Geary (2005) proposed that one component of general ability is

competence at generating top–down self-centered mental models of current and

potential future states and to use problem solving to generate and mentally rehearse

strategies that could reduce the difference between these states. The earlier men-

tioned default mode network (DMN) contributes to this ability and to mentally

problem solve, often focused on social problems and social strategizing (Udochi

et al., 2022; Yeshurun et al., 2021), as do the executive attention networks (next

section).

Critically, consistent with a within-species arms race, there is evidence

for evolutionary elaboration of this network in humans. Relative to chim-

panzees (Pan troglodytes) and macaque monkeys (genusMacaca) the DMN

is disproportionately larger in humans than expected based on overall brain

size, and genes that show signatures of relatively recent evolutionary selec-

tion are disproportionately expressed in the areas that compose this network,

such as Brodmann areas 9, 10, and 24 in Figure 6 (Buckner & DiNicola,

2019; Wei et al., 2019). There is also evidence for increased integration of

the DMN across primate evolution, with humans showing more integration

of areas that enable the top–down generation of mental models than other

primates (Garin et al., 2022), and likely better integration of current external

activities (e.g., a conversation) with self-relevant beliefs (Yeshurun et al.,

2021). In fact, the architecture of this network in evolutionarily distant

relatives (e.g., lemurs, Lemuroidea) does not include mechanisms that

would support the top–down generation of a human-like mental model

(i.e., it is unlikely they can imagine social scenarios). The chimpanzee

DMN is more similar to that of humans, including engagement of parts of

the system when watching social interactions (Barks et al., 2015), but the

extent to which they can engage these systems to imagine future social

scenarios is not fully understood (Martin-Ordas, 2020).
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For people, the network is most active during relaxed states and results in

reflections that provide “a self-centered predictive model of the world” (Raichle,

2015, p. 443). The precuneus (area 7, Figure 6) is an important component of the

network and contributes to the earlier noted feelings of agency, self-awareness,

personal (episodic) memories, and thinking about theworld inways that involve the

self (Cavanna & Trimble, 2006; Rugg & Vilberg, 2013), and the medial prefrontal

area (e.g., areas 47 and 25 in Figure 6) contributes to conscious top–down reflec-

tions about the self, including explicit goal-directed self-evaluations, retrieval of

episodicmemories, and thinking about other people (Davey et al., 2016; Konu et al.,

2020; Mancuso et al., 2022; Smallwood et al., 2021). The content of these thoughts
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Figure 6 Maps of Brodmann’s (1909) areas of the human neocortex. The top

section is the lateral (outer) view of the cortex, whereas the bottom section is the

medial (center) view. Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas are part of the language

system. Illustration courtesy of Mark Dubin.
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supports the proposal that social pressures were significant contributors to human

brain and cognitive evolution:

The content of self-generated thoughts suggests that they serve an adaptive
purpose by allowing individuals to prepare for upcoming events, form a sense
of self-identity and continuity across time, and navigate the social world. On
average, adults tend to rate their thoughts as goal oriented and personally
significant, yet thoughts also commonly involve other people. (Andrews-
Hanna et al., 2014, p. 32)

These thoughts often involve mental simulations of past, present, or potential

future states (called prospective memory) that can be cast in language or as

episodic memories (Rugg & Vilberg, 2013; Suddendorf & Corballis, 2007;

Tulving, 2002). The integration of mental time travel and mental models for

problem solving (Johnson-Laird, 1983) results in a uniquely human ability to

construct self-centered representations of past, present, and potential future

worlds and to engage in effortful reasoning and problem solving on the content

of these representations. The future that people think about often involves

a representation of a desired or fantasized state that can be compared to one’s

current situation. People typically have enhanced social status and more

resources in this imagined future state relative to their current one. This future

state is thus a goal to be achieved, and explicit social strategizing and problem

solving enable people to plan ways to reduce the difference between where they

are today and where they want to be in the future (Geary, 2005). The advantages

that result from the ability to mentally simulate and rehearse various alternative

future situations likely contributed to the evolutionary enhancement of the

DMN. Stated differently, the DMN is likely a key component of the General

Ability and Creativity component of the dynamics represented by Figure 4.

The default mode network is not simply about social problem solving, as

subareas are activated when current tasks require integrating previously learned

knowledge with current demands to aid in here-and-now decision making

(Smallwood et al., 2021). More generally, the DMN integrates information

across basic sensory and perceptual systems and forms representations about

more abstract features of the world. Experiences with individual friends help to

flesh out the person schema component of folk psychology for each of them,

whereas commonalities across relationships and social interactions lead to more

abstract people knowledge. For instance, people vary across two abstract

dimensions of social behavior and focus, termed “agentic” and “communal.”

The former “revolves around independence, goal pursuit, and achievement, and

the other revolves around other-focus, social orientation, and desire for connec-

tion” (A. E. Martin & Slepian, 2021, p. 1143). Girls and women have more
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communal traits, whereas boys and men have more agentic ones (Eagly, 1987).

These differences in communal and agentic behaviors are abstracted and accur-

ate stereotypes that reflect average sex differences in these areas, although any

individual can deviate from the sex-typical average (Geary, 2021).

The DMN also forms abstract representations of common features of the

physical word, such as its three-dimensional structure, and presumably the bio-

logical world, although thesemay engage additional areas of the parietal cortex and

the executive attention networks (Section 2.2.4). The ability to form these abstract

representations, generate mental models of the world, and to manipulate these

representations to evaluate the potential outcomes of one action or another are

likely core aspects of the ability to innovate and discover in science, technology,

and the arts (Geary, 2007; Gotlieb et al., 2019). As mentioned, the DMN has been

implicated in creative cognition, such as making associations between seemingly

remote phenomena, and is often experienced as mind wandering (Andrews-Hanna

et al., 2017; Konu et al., 2020; Kühn et al., 2014; Marron et al., 2018). The

contribution to innovation appears to result, in part, from the dynamic interaction

between two subsystems of the DMN: one that generates images, word associ-

ations, and mental time travel (more posterior areas), and one that involves a top–

down control and evaluation of the flow of these thoughts (more anterior areas).

This is experienced as internally focused attention with a mildly constrained train

of images and thoughts focused on a particular end goal. In this case, the goal is to

solve a novel problem. This can be seen in the descriptions of the problem-solving

approaches of some innovators. In response to a query by Hadamard (1945) as to

how he approached scientific questions, Einstein replied:

The words of the language as they are written or spoken,
do not seem to play any role in my mechanism of thought.
The psychical entities which seem to serve as elements in
thought are certain signs and more or less clear images which
can be “voluntarily” reproduced and combined. . . . There is, of
course, a certain connection between those elements and relevant
logical concepts.

(Hadamard, 1945, p. 142)

Hadamard (1945, p. 143) also noted that Einstein “refers to a narrowness of

consciousness,” which appears to have referred to sustained attention and the

inhibition of distracting information while working on scientific questions,

which likely involved the executive attention system. Einstein’s accomplish-

ments are, of course, unusual, but his descriptions of how he achieved some of

his insights are of interest. This is because they are consistent with an attention-

driven use of mental simulations that involve a top–down engagement of some

of the basic visuospatial abilities that compose folk physics. Stated differently, it
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appears that Einstein intentionally engaged the DMN to form mental simula-

tions that used folk physics representations (e.g., moving images) as part of his

problem solving. The intuitive results from these simulations required mathem-

atical proof that would have engaged executive attention, including the fronto-

parietal network.

2.2.4 Deliberate Thought and the Executive Attention Networks

Orienting to the external world and selectively attending to potential threats or

opportunities is critical to survival and reproduction. Such orienting is some-

times driven by automatic, bottom–up processing of certain types of stimuli,

such as the biological motion of a prey species (Barton & Dean, 1993), but at

other times, attention can be focused from the top–down, even with potentially

distracting internal or external information. Attentional focus on important

external (or internally generated) information results from the dynamic inter-

actions among several brain networks (Menon & D’Esposito, 2022), including

the salience, fronto-parietal, and cingulo-opercular network. The salience net-

work focuses attention on specific goal-relevant information and contributes to

the coordination of multiple other networks to respond to this information

(Uddin, 2015). The network includes the anterior cingulate cortex (areas 24,

32, 33 in Figure 6) and insula (not shown in Figure 6), which in combination

focus attention on changes in well-being (e.g., pain). In contrast, the cingulo-

opercular network (including parts of area 24, Figure 6) is engaged when

a sustained level of alertness is needed to achieve the goal (Coste &

Kleinschmidt, 2016). The fronto-parietal network (including areas 9, 40, and

46, Figure 6) is important for the attentional control needed for step-by-step

problem solving (Barbey, 2018). These networks have core hubs in the pre-

frontal cortex and their combination supports a top–down control of attention

and problem solving, which at a functional level is often called executive

attention (Witt et al., 2021; Yeo et al., 2011).

The executive attention networks operate in concert with other networks

(depending on the task) and broadly support executive functions. The latter is

composed of working memory or updating (the ability to hold information in

mind while simultaneously performing another task), shifting (the ability to

shift attention from one task to another and back), as well as general attentional

control that influences the efficiency of engaging in updating and shifting and

inhibiting distracting information (Miyake & Friedman, 2012). Comparisons of

humans and other primates across behavioral studies of attentional performance

and underlying brain systems indicate significant evolutionary change in the

executive attention networks during human evolution. Behavioral studies of
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various primate species indicate enhanced attentional competencies, such as the

ability to maintain attention in the face of distractors, but these are at about the

level found in young children (less than seven years) and considerably lower

than that of human adults (Beran et al., 2016; Posner, 2023).

At a neural level, engagement of executive attention typically involves the

dynamic interaction between individual networks (e.g., salience, fronto-

parietal), and often includes integration of activity across the anterior cingulate

cortex, areas in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and areas in the parietal cortex,

among others. The core of this network appears to be evolutionarily old, but is

more differentiated in primates than in other mammals and more differentiated

in humans than in other primates (Preuss &Wise, 2022). Moreover, many of the

brain areas that support the executive attention networks are disproportionately

larger in humans than would be expected based on the overall brain size (Wei

et al., 2019). There also appears to have been evolutionary modifications of the

white matter connectivity between these prefrontal regions and the attentional

regions in the parietal cortex (Hecht et al., 2015). Although much remains to be

learned, the combination of behavioral and brain imaging studies is in keeping

with an evolutionary enhancement of humans’ ability to engage in nuanced top–

down attentional control in the service of complex, multistep problem solving.

As an example of these potential evolutionary changes, two components of

the salience network, the anterior cingulate cortex and insula (involved in

processing emotional and physical states, not shown in Figure 6), have a more

integrated neural architecture in humans than in other primates and contribute to

attention switching and attentional control (Molnar-Szakacs & Uddin, 2022;

Posner et al., 2009; Uddin, 2015). The anterior cingulate is activated when goal

achievement requires dealing with some degree of novelty, or conflict (e.g.,

choosing between two alternatives), in social or nonsocial contexts (Burgos-

Robles et al., 2019; Monosov et al., 2020). For instance, in foraging primates,

activity in the anterior cingulate, insula, and integrated areas influence whether

they stay in the current location or move to a potentially more rewarding one.

Activity in the anterior cingulate tracks the reward value (e.g., available food) of

the current location and the reward value of alternative previously visited

locations. When cingulate activity associated with memory of the latter exceeds

the value of the current location, the animal switches. In a sense, cingulate

activity and activity in the broader network signals the potential near-future

gains of moving to a new location. In these situations, memories support

a primitive form of mental time travel, but the anticipated future state is based

on an amalgam of related past experiences. The trigger to switch appears to be

automatic and the travel to the new foraging site is based solely on memories.
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For people, the anterior cingulate and the wider salience network are also

engaged in choice or conflict situations and can result in an attentional shift to

the associated information and activation of the fronto-parietal network

(Botvinick et al., 2001). A key difference is that the triggering of the latter

enables more sustained attentional focus relative to other primates and supports

prolonged engagement in explicit step-by-step problem solving that is focused

on coping with the novel situation or resolving the conflict. With sufficient

practice, these new and complex problem-solving approaches are committed to

long-term memory and can be reused (automatically, with enough practice) in

similar contexts. The difference between near-future states that are simply

represented as a composite of memories and the ability to explicitly generate

alternatives that never happened but potentially could is one key to human

learning and part of the General Ability and Creativity component of Figure 4

(Geary, 2005).

Typically, engagement of the executive attention networks, especially the

fronto-parietal network, results in deactivation of the default mode network, but

their combination is often required to generate novel or creative solutions to

current or anticipated future problems (Gotlieb et al., 2019). The default mode

network contributes to imagining various alternative solutions to problems,

especially social ones, and connecting disparate ideas, while the fronto-parietal

network contributes to the implementation and evaluation of potential solutions.

The process involves flexible switching – through the salience network – between

the default mode and fronto-parietal networks (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014;

Heinonen et al., 2016), with this combination being particularly important for

the evaluation of internally generated information (Beaty et al., 2015). The latter

might involve mentally simulating an argument to influence the behavior of

a friend. A mental model of this type affords the opportunity to explore the

potential consequences of one argument or another and to generate responses to

potential counterarguments.

Again, the divergence in the ability of humans and other primates, including

our closest relatives, to engage in these prolonged attention-dependent mental

simulations and problem solving is consistent with a within-species arms race.

Circling back to the Developmental Elaborations section (Section 2.1.3), recall

that many aspects of brain development are dependent on activation of the brain

area or co-activation of networked areas. These are typically studied in the

context of actual experiences that occur through triggers from other brain

regions or from engagement in species-typical experience-expectant activities,

such as social play (Greenough et al., 1991). Enhanced attentional control

enables the inhibition of experience-expectant activities and attentional biases

and engagement in activities that are not species typical, and a corresponding
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activation of brain areas or networks that would not typically occur. Moreover,

the use of mental models allows people to generate at least some level of activity

in these brain areas or networks in the absence of direct engagement with the

environment.

In summary, the gist is that the General Ability and Creativity component of

Figure 4 resulted from a within-species arms race that in turn resulted in human-

specific enhancements of the default mode network and the executive-attention

networks. The combination supports the top–down formation of mental models

that can be used to generate and explicitly evaluate potential solutions to

changing dynamics or to solve novel problems. The use of mental models

allows people to think about things that have not happened and generate all

sorts of various potential outcomes and solutions to novel problems. Top–down

control of these models enables an explicit evaluation of the feasibility of one

strategy or another and likely results in the activation of brain areas or co-

activation of areas in ways that would not happen through engagement in

species-typical behaviors. My argument is that the latter combined with inher-

ent plasticity in some brain areas and networks support the ability to create and

learn biologically secondary knowledge.

3 Cumulative Cultural Evolution and Academic Learning

Folk domains (Figure 1) represent universal forms of cognition because they

reflect common evolutionary pressures (Geary, 2005), that is, coping with the

competing interests of other people (folk psychology), securing food and

avoiding predation (folk biology), and navigating within and sometimes

changing (e.g., using tools) the ecology (folk physics). As was described in

Section 2.1.3, the full development of many of the associated brain, percep-

tual, and cognitive systems is dependent on children’s engagement in species-

typical experience-expectant activities that result in activation of these sys-

tems and adapts them to local conditions. The importance of engaging in these

experience-expectant activities would favor the evolution of associated

motivational and reward systems that keep people focused on these domains.

This focus along with the unrelenting importance of dealing with the social,

biological, and physical worlds should organize cultural change and technical

advances around these same themes; academic disciplines, for instance, fall

into these three categories, with humanities and the social sciences related to

folk psychology; biology, zoology, and forestry related to folk biology; and

much of mathematics as well as physics and engineering related to folk

physics.
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Anthropologists and primatologists refer to these advances and their cross-

generational transmission as cumulative cultural evolution (e.g., Dean et al.,

2014; Richerson & Boyd, 2005). From this perspective, culture includes know-

ledge (e.g., ancestor tales, technologies), routines, and social rules that are useful

to the group and are at least partially socially transmitted within and across

generations. Cultural evolution occurs when knowledge or technologies are

modified in ways that make them more useful than the original, and these

advances are then transmitted to the next generation. Social transmission of useful

knowledge, such as foraging routes or use of basic tools, has been documented in

some nonhuman species (Whiten & Van Schaik, 2007), but whether these are

modified to make themmore useful and then transmitted (e.g., through imitation)

across generations is debated (Dean et al., 2014; Mesoudi & Thornton, 2018).

Human cumulative cultural evolution in contrast is not debated (Tomasello,

1999). Lehman (1946) documented rapid and exponentially increasing gains in

cultural knowledge over the past millennia in various scientific disciplines,

mathematics, economics, philosophy, music, and other areas. The general

trend was that the number of gains (e.g., scientific discoveries) for each twenty-

five-year epoch was larger than the gains of the preceding epoch and that most

of the knowledge in these areas emerged only in past few centuries (C. Murray,

2003). Many of these cultural changes can be seen as a continuation of eco-

logical dominance, that is, the development of technologies (e.g., housing,

refrigeration of food) and refinements in social organization (e.g., insurance to

distribute risk) that reduce the risks in life. Derex (2022) proposed that these

changes encompass both refinement and optimization of existing knowledge

and technologies (e.g., using heat to harden spear tips) and the innovative

development of qualitatively better ones through unique combinations, such

as adding peddles and gears to draisines (Figure 7) to create early bikes.

The cognitive mechanisms that contribute to these abilities are debated and

not yet fully understood (Dean et al., 2014), but they can be respectively

integrated with what is known about the executive attention networks (fronto-

parietal, salience) and the default mode network and with two common routes

to creative contributions, that is, step-by-step incremental improvement and

innovation through novel combinations of ideas (De Dreu et al., 2023;

C. Murray, 2003; Simonton, 2003). In this view, the discontinuity between

human cumulative cultural evolution and that of other species is due to the

within-species arms race that resulted in the evolutionary modification of the

executive attention and default mode networks (among others) during homi-

nin evolution. Social competition ensures continued benefits to optimization

and innovation and an unrelenting accumulation of new knowledge and

technologies (Winegard et al., 2018a).
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3.1 Foundations of Evolutionary Educational Psychology

The rapid increase in cumulative cultural evolution means that the knowledge

necessary to be successful in modern nations and economies has moved well

beyond the folk knowledge and abilities that are sufficient in traditional con-

texts. From this perspective, modern schooling is a massive social intervention

designed to help close the gap between folk or biologically primary abilities and

the biologically secondary knowledge and abilities that have accumulated over

the past several millennia, especially the past few centuries (Geary, 1995, 2007).

This approach laid the foundations for evolutionary educational psychology

(Geary, 2002), the basic premises of which are in Table 2.

A core implication is that the child-driven activities that facilitate the develop-

ment of the systems that support folk abilities will not be sufficient for the

acquisition of many biological secondary abilities. This proposal is controversial

and counters Rousseau’s (1762/1979) child-centered argument in Emile, and

modern versions of it (Gray, 2016). Resolution of the debate will require an

understanding of the differences in the brain and cognitivemechanisms, aswell as

the associated activities, that facilitate folk versus academic learning

(Section 3.2). The evolutionary approach also has equally important implications

for understanding students’ academic motivations and self-concepts (Section 4).

3.2 Biologically Secondary Learning

The issue here is how culturally important information is transferred from one

generation to the next. For folk domains, cross-generational continuity is

facilitated by built-in brain, perceptual, and cognitive scaffolds, and

a motivation to engage in species-typical developmental activities. In addition,

anthropologists focus on imitation and social learning for the cross-generational

Figure 7 Early nineteenth-century draisine. Creative Commons License.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DraisineI.jpg. In the Public Doman.
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Table 2 Foundational premises of evolutionary educational psychology.

1. Hominin evolution resulted in attentional, perceptual, and cognitive systems
that represent and process information in folk psychology (related to self
and others), folk biology (related to other species), and folk physics
(related to the physical world). There are built-in brain, perceptual, and
cognitive scaffolds in these systems, but their full development requires
engagement in species-typical experience-expectant activities.

2. Motivational and reward systems co-evolved with folk domains to ensure
children engage in the species-typical activities that elaborate and adapt
folk systems to local conditions. Adaptation to local conditions is only
possible with some level of plasticity in the underlying brain systems
that in turn makes them potentially modifiable for biologically
secondary learning.

3. Variation in social, ecological, or climatic conditions contributed to the
evolution of domain-general systems anchored in the executive attention
and default mode networks. These support the generation of mental models
used for step-by-step problem solving and generation of novel
combinations of knowledge and technology. One result is the ability to
activate aspects of folk systems from the top–down and potentially modify
them without engaging the external world.

4. Scientific, technological, and academic advances emerge through
interactions between folk and domain-general systems and encompass
refinement of existing knowledge and technologies as well as innovation
through combining existing knowledge and technologies to create
qualitatively better ones. These cultural advances accumulate and result
in an ever-growing gap between folk knowledge and the theories and
knowledge base of the associated sciences and other disciplines (e.g.,
literature).

5. Schooling was developed in societies in which scientific, technological, and
academic advances resulted in a gap between folk knowledge and the
competencies needed for living in the society. Schools function to organize
the activities of children such that they acquire the biologically secondary
competencies that close the gap between folk knowledge and the
occupational and social demands of the society.

6. Domain-general mechanisms and plasticity in folk domains result in the
potential to modify the latter to build the biologically secondary
competencies that are needed for success in modern contexts.

7. The activities that build secondary competencies often deviate from the
species-typical activities that adapt folk abilities to local conditions. The
result is a motivational mismatch between children’s preferred activities
and those that promote learning in school.
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transfer of cultural innovations, and these are indeed important learning mech-

anisms. Direct and deliberate instruction of children by adults is not common in

traditional societies (Lancy, 2016), although it does occur in some contexts.

These include the memorization of the culture’s historical narrative, common

social rituals, and occasionally more specialized and complex skills, such as

learning seafaring navigation (Konner, 2010). The argument here is that the

rapid advances in knowledge and technology described by Lehman (1946) and

others have outstripped the ability of built-in scaffolds and social learning to

foster biologically secondary learning. This is especially true in scientific and

technical fields, where the conceptual and mathematical knowledge needed to

be successful in them has moved well beyond folk intuitions about similar

phenomena, as was described for pre-Newtonian beliefs about motion.

Critically, it is not just highly abstract concepts like Newton’s principles of

motion that are biologically secondary and difficult to learn.

Even many seemingly simple concepts are difficult to learn, like understand-

ing that the number word “four” and the numeral “4” represent a collection of

any four things, events, or actions. People in populations without formal

schooling do not learn them, even though they have an intuitive sense of relative

quantity; that is, they can easily distinguish between collections (e.g., fruit) that

contain more or less, as long as the difference between them is not too small.

This ability is an aspect of folk physics (Number in Figure 1) and is supported

by the earlier mentioned approximate number system (Feigenson et al., 2004;

Geary et al., 2015). The ability to discriminate smaller from larger quantities is

evident in the first days of life (Mou & vanMarle, 2014), and gradually

improves through childhood without instruction (Halberda & Feigenson,

2008). In contrast, it takes many months for preschool children to learn that

the number word “one” refers to one and only one thing, and another six months

to learn the meaning of “two” (Wynn, 1990). It is not until kindergarten or first

grade that they understand that each successive number in the entire count list is

Table 2 (cont.)

8. The built-in brain, perceptual, and cognitive scaffolds that guide the adaption
of folk abilities to local conditions are absent for most secondary domains.
Thus, these scaffolds must come from instructional materials and
practices. These will often require explicit instruction, the extent to which
will be a direct function of the degree to which secondary competencies
differ from the supporting primary systems.
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onemore than the number before it (e.g., “twenty-two” is one and only onemore

than “twenty-one”) (Cheung et al., 2017).

Sometimes this conceptual knowledge emerges before children begin formal

schooling, and thus it could be argued, following Rousseau (1762/1979), that

children’s natural activities are sufficient (Gray, 2016). There is some truth to

this. There are universal biases in parent–child interactions, including children’s

attentiveness to and imitation of adult activities, that facilitate the transmission

of cultural knowledge (Geary, 2007; Kline, 2015; Legare, 2017). The know-

ledge learned in this way tends to be instrumental – observable and repeatable

activities resulting in a functional outcome – and focused on social conventions.

This process might contribute to learning the count list (e.g., counting, “one,

two, three. . .”), but it is not sufficient for children to learn the quantities

represented by these number words (Zippert & Rittle-Johnson, 2020). Most

children will learn “one” through the use of singular and plural for number

words (e.g., one cat vs. two cats), but this gets them only so far (Spelke, 2017).

Many children, in fact, do not learn the meaning of number words beyond

“three” or “four” before they start kindergarten (Geary et al., 2019) and those

who do learn it have had some type of explicit informal instruction at home that

goes beyond what is typically seen in traditional contexts (Legare, 2017;

LeFevre et al., 2010; Ramani et al., 2015).

In other words, some parents in WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized,

Rich, Democratic) societies (Henrich et al., 2010) foster their children’s early

academic development by engaging in activities that are similar to those found

in school settings. In these cases, the early emergence of biologically secondary

knowledge is not because child-centered learning in and of itself fosters this

development but rather reflects the integration of school-like activities into the

home environments of some children. This does not mean that children’s natural

behavioral biases cannot be incorporated into these school-like activities, as

they likely should for young children (Geary & Berch, 2016; Toub et al., 2016).

Rather, the natural activities in and of themselves are not sufficient for second-

ary learning.

The core questions concern the activities that promote this type of learning,

wherever it occurs, and the supporting brain and cognitive systems. There are of

course hundreds (if not thousands) of studies on the brain and cognitive systems

that support secondary learning, such as reading and mathematics, and probably

just as many on instructional approaches to this learning. With a few exceptions

(Sweller et al., 2019), almost none of this research has been integrated with the

evolutionary elaborations of the executive attention and default mode networks

and humans’ unique ability to innovate and accumulate cultural knowledge

across generations.
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3.2.1 Brain and Cognitive Mechanisms

It has been known for well over a century that people who do well on one type of

perceptual, cognitive, or academic task generally do well on other such tasks,

which led Spearman (1904, p. 285) to conclude “that all branches of intellectual

activity have in common one fundamental function (or group of functions).”

Spearman termed the fundamental function or group of functions general

intelligence, although it is sometimes called general ability (the apex of

Figure 5). The latter is easily measured by various cognitive tests, and perform-

ance on these is predictive of myriad outcomes in the modern world, including

performance in school and on the job (Hunter, & Schmidt, 1996; Kriegbaum

et al., 2018; Lubinski, 2000; Walberg, 1984; Wolfram, 2023). As mentioned,

general ability can be understood at multiple levels of analysis, from cellular

functions to cognitive processes. The latter and the underlying brain networks

are the most relevant to learning in school and therefore the focus here.

Working memory and broader executive functions are the focus of much of

the cognitive research on general ability, which in turn supports the problem

solving that is central to fluid intelligence (Demetriou et al., 2014; Engle et al.,

1999; Mackintosh & Bennett, 2003; Redick et al., 2016; Unsworth et al., 2014).

The central cognitive processes are debated, but a strong contender is executive

attention, that is, the “capacity whereby memory representations are maintained

in a highly active state in the presence of interference” (Kane & Engle, 2002,

p. 638). In other words, it is the ability to maintain top–down attentional control

during learning or problem-solving episodes. Kane and Engle’s proposal was

developed based on a substantial body of empirical research (e.g., Engle et al.,

1999; Burgoyne & Engle, 2020), but without consideration of the evolutionary

origins of this ability. As described in Section 2.2.4, brain systems that support

top–down attentional control have undergone modification during human evo-

lution which resulted in competencies that far exceed those found in great apes.

Top–down attentional control also supports the generation of mental models

and use of the working memory resources needed to evaluate the likely out-

comes of alternative scenarios in the context of these models (Geary, 2005).

Critically, research studies on the brain systems that support general ability

have identified these same evolutionarily modified networks, especially the

prefrontal and parietal executive attention networks (Barbey, 2018; Basten

et al., 2015; Jung & Haier, 2007). Jung and Haier’s classic review of brain

imaging studies identified areas of the prefrontal cortex (e.g., areas 9, 10, 47,

Figure 6), parietal cortex (e.g., areas 40, 7), and the anterior cingulate (area 32)

as often engaged when people solve complex cognitive problems. The exact

constellation of engaged brain regions and their dynamic interactions will
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depend on the specific problem-solving tasks and demands used during the

brain imagining study, but the fronto-parietal and salience (including the anter-

ior cingulate) networks are typically engaged (Santarnecchi et al., 2017), as will

the cingulo-opercular network if the task demands continual alertness (Coste &

Kleinschmidt, 2016).

The core issues concern how attention-driven focus changes the brain and

results in learning, and how these mechanisms might differ for evolutionarily

privileged folk abilities and evolutionarily novel biologically secondary abil-

ities. Generally, the full development of both primary and secondary abilities

will require experience-driven activation of the supporting brain areas and

networks, which results in gray (e.g., changes in neurons or supporting cells)

and white matter (e.g., enhanced myelinization) changes that support enhanced

competencies (Zatorre et al., 2012). Plasticity occurs at multiple levels, from

molecular changes in synaptic functions to synchronization of large-scale brain

networks, but the focus here is on small- and large-scale networks (Barbey,

2018; Power et al., 2013).

My proposal is that primary folk abilities are privileged because the organization

of the brain systems that support them are at least partially inherent, including

small-scale networks that are pretuned to process evolutionarily salient information

(e.g., speech sounds) and large-scale networks that integrate them into functional

competencies (e.g., language). Inherent motivational and reward systems result in

behavioral biases that create species-typical experiences and attendant activation of

these same systems. The activation fine-tunes small-scale networks to local condi-

tions and solidifies their organization into large-scale networks. Secondary abilities

do not have these scaffolds and behavioral biases and thus top–down attentional

control is relatively more important for their acquisition than it is for primary

abilities. Examples of secondary learning are provided later, and an illustration of

primary scaffolds in the next section. The approach here seems to leave the default

mode network out in the cold, as engagement of attentional networks for secondary

learning typically inhibits DMN activity (e.g., Howard-Jones et al., 2016).

Nevertheless, the DMN has been implicated in creativity and innovation, as

mentioned earlier, and is important for noncognitive aspects of school learning,

such as academic self-efficacy and self-esteem (Geary&Xu, 2022; Yeshurun et al.,

2021), discussed in Section 4.2.

3.2.2 Scaffolds for Primary Abilities

Inherent brain networks are organized as small-scale intramodular neural com-

munication systems with long-distance intermodular neural connections

(Barbey, 2018; Power et al., 2013). Increases in local intramodular connectivity
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and connections between physically close local networks (i.e., close brain

regions) support fine-grain processing of information (Kaas, 1982), whereas

long-distance white matter connections integrate modules to form a functional

brain network and cognitive competency. Some of the components of these

networks are also parts of multiple networks (called hubs) and thus can be

engaged across different types of cognitive demands or tasks. There are large-

scale networks, such as the default mode network, that serve multiple, often

domain-general functions (Yeo et al., 2011), as well as smaller-scale domain-

specific networks that can result from learning or inherent biases and engage-

ment in species-typical activities. The latter are not as well understood as the

large-scale networks (e.g., attentional, DMN), but there is evidence for net-

works that support several of the earlier described folk abilities, including

language (Gernsbacher & Kaschak, 2003), theory of mind (Schurz et al.,

2014), spatial navigation (Herbet & Duffau, 2020), and mechanical reasoning/

tool use (Frey, 2008; Hegarty, 2004). Note that subregions of many of these

networks might also be engaged in multiple other networks, but still show

unique patterns of synchronized activity across distributed brain regions that

support folk abilities, such as theory of mind (Herbet & Duffau, 2020).

Language provides an example of a folk network, inherent scaffolds, and

plasticity. One component of the network, the planum temporale (part of

Wernicke’s area, Figure 6), is a small-scale module that is especially sensitive

to the acoustic features of human language sounds and is integrated with

Broca’s area, among others. The latter is often considered a language-specific

area, but in fact has both domain-general and language-specific functions

(Matchin, 2018). The domain-general components include its contributions

to verbal working memory (e.g., trying to maintain a new phone number in

short-term memory) and the language-specific functions include retrieving

word and sentence meanings, providing structure (syntax) to and activating

language sounds that are important for comprehending and producing speech.

The language-specific components of Broca’s area generally show synchron-

ized co-activation with more distant areas that support the processing of

language sounds (e.g., planum temporale), contribute to their comprehen-

sion, and help their articulation when spoken (Fedorenko & Blank, 2020).

This integrated brain network supports language production and comprehen-

sion and, with instruction, reading and writing.

Small-scale local intramodular systems, such as the planum temporale, often

show experience-dependent plasticity. Plasticity is a common feature of the

mammalian cortex and involves the development of more neurons and connec-

tions among them than will ultimately be needed (Faust et al., 2021). As an

example, human infants are sensitive to all naturally produced human language
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sounds (phonemes), including those that are not part of their parents’ native

language. Over the course of the first year of life, they become more sensitive to

the language sounds they regularly hear (activity-dependent strengthening of

the corresponding cell networks) and lose sensitivity to language sounds they

have not heard (Kuhl et al., 1997). The neurons, axons, and synapses that

supported the latter are pruned; that is, they largely disappear, which reduces

the energetic cost of the system. In this example, the pruning fine-tunes a basic

component of the language system such that it is better adapted to current

conditions through engagement in species-typical activities (e.g., parent–infant

interactions). This form of intramodular plasticity opens the door for adaptation

(within limits) for processing evolutionarily novel information (Section 3.2.3).

Large-scale functional networks begin to emerge during prenatal brain develop-

ment (Schöpf et al., 2012; Turk et al., 2019). These are identified through patterns

of spontaneous activity while the fetus is at rest and result in activity patterns that

will integrate and strengthen the connections among the smaller-scale modules that

are components of large-scale networks. The basic architecture of the language

system is one of the networks that begins to develop prenatally. The basic archi-

tecture of this network, including the basic structure of Broca’s and Wernicke’s

areas, emerge by the end of the second trimester along with the subcortical areas

involved in processing sounds (Ghio et al., 2021). The white matter connections

between these areas are also emerging at this time and continue to develop through

the third trimester and undergo strengthening and refinement through adolescence

(Hagmann et al., 2010). Much of this development is driven by genes and inputs

from subcortical regions (e.g., Grasby et al., 2020), with the latter resulting in

activity-dependent strengthening of cortical language areas, in keeping with the

protocortex hypothesis (O’Leary et al., 1994). The combination of prenatal devel-

opment of core features of the language system and the bias for infants and parents

to engage in social interactions that create further co-activation of this network

strengthens it and supports the full emergence of language competencies.

3.2.3 Examples of Secondary Learning: Reading

The language system illustrates an inherent scaffold that supports the emer-

gence of a folk ability and at the same time illustrates intramodular plasticity

and the importance of integrating modules into networks. As mentioned, intra-

modular plasticity provides a window for an experience-dependent coaxing of

these areas to process evolutionarily novel information, as illustrated with

learning how to read. White matter connectivity also shows some degree of

plasticity that facilitates the integration of physically distant modules in poten-

tially novel ways. The white matter connections between areas that will
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eventually support secondary abilities are largely preexisting for a different

function, but these can be strengthened and repurposed with instruction

(Yeatman et al., 2012). As described, the fine-tuning and normal development

of many primary folk systems requires activity-dependent co-activation of the

underlying brain areas, and this activation automatically results from built-in

behavioral biases that create species-typical experiences (Figure 2).

Cognitive and brain imaging studies confirm that these species-typical

experiences are not sufficient for the development of reading skills. Rather,

instruction must focus attention (e.g., on letters, words) in ways that do not

typically occur. The fronto-parietal and other attentional networks are critical to

this process (Barbey, 2018; Geary, 2007, 2008), and when they are disengaged,

the default mode network becomes active and results in self-referential mind

wandering instead of attentiveness to academic material (Betzel et al., 2016).

Critically, the top–down focus of attention can contribute to the modification of

brain areas such that they process novel information (e.g., words, sentences) and

solidify the integration of these modified regions into functional biologically

secondary networks (e.g., fluent reading). In other words, top–down attentional

control can prime the development of unique configurations (within limits that

are not currently well understood) of activated brain areas that are not evolu-

tionarily privileged and would not occur through engagement in species-typical

activities.

Bassett et al. (2011) demonstrated as much by showing that visual–motor

learning (similar to reading musical notes and playing on a piano) resulted in

novel configurations of visual and motor modules that stabilized overtime time

and predicted subsequent performance. Changes such as these occur through

a remodeling of the connectome, that is, the physical mechanisms that link

together neurons and networks of neurons. The process can occur through

changes in synaptic connections between individual neurons, changes in the

density or configuration of intramodular connections (these can be gains or

losses of connections), or changes in the efficiency of long-range white matter

intermodular connections (Bennett et al., 2018). The latter occurs through

changes in the myelin covering of axons, which in turn improve speed of neural

transmission and contribute to ease of synchronizing integrated modules and

solidifying them (Sampaio-Baptista & Johansen-Berg, 2017).

The development of reading skills illustrates how a combination of top–down

attentional focus and instruction can modify primary systems to create an

evolutionarily novel academic ability. Reading instruction essentially opens

a door to the evolved language and several other folk-psychological abilities;

theory of mind, for instance, would support understanding a fictional character’s

goals and intentions in the context of a written story. Prior studies have
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confirmed a substantive overlap between the brain areas and systems that

support language and those that support basic reading competencies, including

phonological decoding (sounding out letters and words), reading fluency, and

text comprehension (Paulesu et al., 2001; Price & Mechelli, 2005; Pugh et al.,

1997; Turkeltaub et al., 2003). It has also been long recognized that reading and

writing are built onto the evolved language system (Mann, 1984; Rozin, 1976).

More recently, brain imaging studies have provided insights into how the

melding of reading and language occurs. Orthography, or the translation of

letters and words into sounds, is reading’s gateway into the language system.

The first steps to building this gateway include an explicit awareness of distinct

language sounds, that is, phonemic awareness, and the ability to decode

unfamiliar written words into these basic sounds. Decoding requires an explicit

representation of the sound (e.g., ba, da, ka) in verbal working memory and the

association of this sound and blends of sounds with corresponding visual

patterns, specifically letters (e.g., b, d, k) and letter combinations (Bradley &

Bryant, 1983). Verbal working memory is integrated with the language system

and has been proposed as a mechanism that supports language comprehension

and early vocabulary acquisition (Baddeley et al., 1998; Matchin, 2018; Mann,

1984). Unlike the initial stages of learning to read and comprehend written

words, natural word learning occurs quickly (sometimes with one exposure),

and the associated mechanisms operate implicitly, that is, without effortful top–

down engagement of the attention networks (Lenneberg, 1969; Pinker, 1994).

In other words, even though most of the same brain systems are involved in

learning the meaning of spoken words and understanding these same words

during the act of reading, the former occurs without instruction and the latter

will not occur without instruction.

Yarkoni et al.’s (2008) brain imaging study of story reading confirmed

engagement of the traditional language system, as well as an area of the brain

called the visual word form area (VWFA; McCandliss et al., 2003). The VWFA

is located in the fusiform gyrus, which spans parts of the ventral (bottom)

occipital and temporal cortices (BA 37, Figure 6). The integration of reading

with the language system capitalizes on preexisting white matter connections

between the area that will eventually become the VWFA and the language areas

(Bouhali et al., 2014; Saygin et al., 2016). Saygin et al. determined that the area

that will become (with instruction) the VWFA does not respond to letters or

words for children who have not yet learned how to read, indicating it is not

inherently biased to process letters andwords. Li et al. (2020) confirmed that this

part of the fusiform gyrus is integrated with the language system in newborns,

and Chen et al. (2019) showed extensive connectivity to parts of the fronto-

parietal attention network, particularly those related to top–down attentional
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control, visuospatial working memory, and control of eye movements. The

integration of the area that will become the VWFA with the attentional and

language systems supports the ability to verbally describe the details of objects

that are the focus of attention, which might be its evolved function.

In this view, learning how to read modifies a subset of cells that would

typically (without instruction) process features of objects (e.g., shape, angle)

such that this network of cells becomes sensitive to features of letters and words,

reflecting some degree of intramodular plasticity (Dehaene et al., 2010). The

preexisting integration of this network of cells with the top–down attentional

control system supports the disciplined visual scanning needed to learn to read

and during the act of reading, and enables the translation of the visual patterns

(i.e., written words) into language sounds. Engaging in reading and related

activities (e.g., sounding out words) results in experience-dependent activation

of the VWFA and these preexisting white matter connections, which appears to

increase the myelination of these connections and solidifies the network

(Dehaene et al., 2010; Moulton et al., 2019; Stevens et al., 2017). The result

is a highly specialized intermodular biologically secondary network that sup-

ports reading and writing.

These studies also indicate that humans (or any other species) would not have

the ability to create writing systems or learn to read without plasticity in the area

that supports the VWFA andwithout the preexisting integration of this area with

the attentional and language systems. The complexity of the language system

and the reading system built upon it creates multiple opportunities for difficul-

ties with reading and in extreme cases dyslexia, that is, difficulties with reading

despite adequate instruction and cognitive ability (e.g., Nicolson & Fawcett,

2019; Stanovich, 1988). Difficulties in phonological processing, that is, with

discriminating and processing specific language sounds (e.g., ba, pa), results in

a compromised ability to sound out or decode words and to build fluency in

processing word sounds (Stanovich, 1988). Not surprisingly, the VWFA is

implicated in some cases of dyslexia, whereby the area has not become as

specialized for processing words as it is with typical readers (Brem et al., 2020;

Richlan et al., 2011). This could be due to general deficits in processing object

details, in which case reading difficulties would co-occur with deficits in

processing the details of other images. It could also be due to relatively poor

attentional focus during the early stages of letter and word learning such that the

VWFA does not become as adapted to word processing as it is for other readers;

in this case, poor reading would co-occur with broader attentional difficulties

such as attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder.

In any case, the development of writing systems and the ability to learn to

read and write is a relatively straightforward example of adapting primary
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systems to create an evolutionarily novel academic ability, as the primary

systems are pre-adapted for reading and writing. The pre-adaptation is not

any type of evolutionary foresight (Gould & Vrba, 1982), but once the system

was in place, the potential to develop writing systems emerged but lay dormant

for 200,000 or so years.

3.2.4 Examples of Secondary Learning: Mathematics

Mathematics represents a more complex system of biologically secondary

knowledge than does reading and writing. The field emerged over the course

of several thousand years through the efforts of numerous individuals (Dantzig,

1930), and is composed of increasingly (across grades) complex procedures for

operating on representations of quantities and increasingly abstract concepts.

As with reading, there may be pre-adaptions that facilitate some aspects of

mathematics learning, including a sensitivity to relative quantity (Number,

Figure 1) and an implicit understanding of the properties of objects and the

geometry of the physical world. Even so, the relation between these primary

folk abilities and an explicit understanding of number, arithmetic, geometry,

and other mathematical areas is debated and not well understood.

At a general level and in keeping with the development of reading and writing

competencies, multiple brain areas are engaged during mathematical learning

and problem solving and their repeated co-activation results in the consolidation

of biologically secondary functional networks that support mathematics skills

and knowledge (Amalric & Dehaene, 2018; Menon & Chang, 2021). The initial

learning and associated co-activation of these networks is driven by the top–

down attentional control networks, and as these math-specific networks

strengthen engagement of the attentional networks declines (Rivera et al.,

2005).

The foundation stone for math-specific networks is laid with the building of

a visual number form area analogous to and situated near the VWFA and with

inherent connections to the approximate number system, language network (left

hemisphere), and the attentional control networks (Yeo et al., 2020). As with

letters andwords, there is no inherent bias to process numerals (e.g., 7, 381), and

thus this area has to be built with repeated exposure to them. Amalric and

Dehaene (2018) found that the areas involved in processing numerals are also

engaged when professional mathematicians process more complex mathemat-

ical symbols, suggesting that with sufficient practice areas of the temporal-

occipital (fusiform gyrus) cortex (segment of area 37, Figure 6) automatically

process meaningful mathematical information (e.g., algebraic identities,

(a + b)2 = a2 + b2 + 2ab).
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As described, the development of a VWFA provides access to a ready-made

system of folk abilities that support reading fluency and comprehension. The

link between the number form area and the ANS and integrated spatial areas of

the parietal cortex is analogous in some ways to the reading-language link, but

not in a way that can fully explain the learning of biologically secondary

mathematics. To be sure, there is substantive evidence for an evolved sensitivity

to the relative quantities of collections of objects, which is found in human

infants (e.g., Mou & vanMarle, 2014) and many other species ranging from

insects to apes (for reviews see Feigenson et al., 2004; Geary et al., 2015). The

evolutionary advantages include more efficient foraging (Gallistel, 1990) and

predator avoidance (predation risks are reduced if one joins a larger group).

Whatever the evolutionary selection pressures, it is possible that the ANS is part

of the evolutionary foundation for the building of explicit mathematical know-

ledge and concepts, but how this might occur is debated and not as straightfor-

ward as the language–reading link (Mussolin et al., 2016; Szkudlarek &

Brannon, 2017; Szűcs & Myers, 2017).

One difference is a more direct relation between reading and language than

between mathematics and the ANS. Consider that the sentence “The dog chased

the cat” sounds the same and means the same whether it is spoken or read from

a story. The ANS in comparison represents approximate quantities that are

arrayed along a mental number line (Dehaene et al., 2003). The neural repre-

sentation of individual quantities, such as five, is fuzzy in the ANS but precise in

mathematics. Similarly, the array of quantities from smaller to larger on the

mental number line does not precisely map to the mathematical number line

(Dehaene et al., 2003). The parietal brain areas (i.e., intraparietal sulcus and

adjacent areas, bottom of area 7, Figure 6) that process quantities along the

mental number line show sharper distinctions between 1 and 2 than between 21

and 22 (Dehaene et al., 2003), whereas the mathematical difference between

these two pairs is identical (i.e., 1). In other words, there is not a one-to-one

relation between the inherent ways in which the ANS represents quantities and

possibly operations on them (e.g., combining two sets) and the corresponding

properties of formal mathematics (Gallistel & Gelman, 2000; Hubbard et al.,

2005).

One possibility is that the ANS is recycled or adapted through instruction to

form accurate representations of symbolic quantities (e.g., numerals), their

relations, and other mathematical knowledge (Dehaene & Cohen, 2007).

A form of adaptation does occur, as described, for the VWFA and the number

form area, but this is not happening in the ANS in the same way. To be sure,

brain imaging studies have shown that determining the magnitudes repre-

sented by Arabic numerals and solving arithmetic problems engages the ANS
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(Cohen Kadosh et al., 2011; Piazza et al., 2007; Rivera et al., 2005), and

performance on ANS tasks is consistently correlated with mathematics

achievement (Feigenson et al., 2013; Geary & vanMarle, 2016; Libertus

et al., 2011).

However, engagement of these areas does not necessarily mean that the ANS

is supporting the processing of mathematics symbols and knowledge in the

same way that engagement of the language system supports the act of reading

and reading comprehension. As noted, there is not a one-to-one correspondence

between the inherent structure of the mental number line and the mathematical

number line. Early studies showed that children’s initial placements of numerals

(e.g., 21 on a 0 to 100 number line) on a physical number line followed the

predicted ANS pattern (i.e., separation of smaller numbers and compression of

larger ones), and with schooling, these placements corresponded to the structure

of the mathematical number line (Siegler & Braithwaite, 2017; Siegler & Opfer,

2003). An early argument was that these education-driven changes resulted

from changes in the structure of the mental number line such that it mirrored the

linear mathematical line (Dehaene et al., 2008). The direct formation of exten-

sive linear representations is unlikely, however, as this would involve more

precise numeral-to-magnitude mappings than can be supported by the ANS.

Moreover, the ANS does not appear to support fractional representations and

does not support representations of negative numbers, and thus it is unclear how

children would learn these magnitudes and where they are situated on the

mathematical number line.

An alternative is that the ANS provides an intuitive understanding of less to

more along a mental number line, and this provides a basic structural or

conceptual scaffold for building a mathematical number line through instruc-

tion. This type of structure mapping maintains the visuospatial representation of

the number line and engages the inherent bias to represent features of the world

along a magnitude-based continuum but does not require the formation of

precise one-to-one mappings of numerals or fraction magnitudes to the ANS

(Carey, 2009; Sullivan & Barner, 2014). In other words, the inherent contribu-

tions to number line learning are in the inherent bias to represent magnitudes

along a single continuous dimension that often has a spatial component to it

(Summerfield et al., 2020), and this is the primary conceptual scaffold that

enables the explicit construction of the mathematical number line. The linking

of this primary magnitude-continuum scaffold in the ANS to symbolic number

sequences (i.e., counting sequence, number line) is experience-dependent and

facilitated by the hippocampus (area 35, Figure 6) and angular gyrus (area 39;

Wagner & Rusconi, 2023), both of which are involved in early mathematics

learning (e.g., Castaldi et al., 2020; Menon & Chang, 2021;Qin et al., 2014) and
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more generally to concept formation (Davis & Yee, 2019; Zeithamova et al.,

2019).

Learning thus involves the experience-dependent integration of these brain

regions which are then dynamically engaged when students situate numerals on

a physical number line rather than reading off the positions from the ANS. To

perform well on the mathematical number line, students need to explicitly

understand the formal mathematical properties of the line, which then guides

their placements during the act of positioning numerals on the line (Dotan &

Dehaene, 2016; Kim & Opfer, 2018). Such a dynamic process allows for

strategic or contextual influences on number line performance based on stu-

dents’ conceptual understanding of numeral magnitudes, above and beyond an

influence of the ANS (Barth & Paladino, 2011; Cohen & Blanc-Goldhammer,

2011; Rouder & Geary, 2014; Slusser et al., 2013). For instance, a concept-

based structure mapping and an explicit understanding of the properties of the

mathematical number line would allow students to locate the midpoint on a 0 to

100 line and use this and the endpoints to place numerals (e.g., 37, 91) in the

correct position; a similar process of breaking the line into segments to facilitate

placements occurs for students who are learning the fractions number line

(Siegler et al., 2011). The conceptual complexity of the mathematical number

line increases further with the introduction of negative numbers; this conceptual

complexity might be why the line as we know it today was not fully integrated

into mathematics until the seventeenth century (Danzig, 1930; Núñez, 2008).

Visuospatial abilities also contribute to students’ understanding of the ordinal

relations among numerals and number words (e.g., 3 > 2) and accuracy in

placing them on the mathematical number line (Geary et al., 2021; Longo &

Lourenco, 2007; Zorzi et al., 2002). In fact, there is a well-documented relation

between visuospatial abilities and learning and performance in many areas of

mathematics (Atit et al., 2022; Casey & Ganley, 2021; Geary et al., 2023;

Hawes & Ansari, 2020; Mix, 2019), but the ways in which these abilities

influence mathematics learning are not well understood. From an evolutionary

perspective, the visuospatial systems that support navigation and object pro-

cessing might, in theory, facilitate the learning of corresponding aspects of

mathematics just as the smaller-to-large organization of the ANS provides an

intuitive understanding of the basic structure of the mathematical number line.

Infants’ behavior indicates that their perceptual systems are sensitive to

features of object shape, such as edges and angles, which in turn provides

a sense of object continuity across time and space (Newcombe et al., 2013;

Slater et al., 1990; Spelke et al., 2010). The systems that support navigation,

such as the hippocampus (area 35, Figure 6), generate a cognitive map that

includes Euclidean features of the real world, such as distance and angular
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relations between objects in the ecology (Milner & Goodale, 1995; O’Keefe &

Nadel, 1978). The issue is whether this implicit understanding of objects and

navigation provides ready-made basic knowledge of the properties of geometric

objects and the basics of formal Euclidean geometry (Geary, 1995; Spelke et al.,

2010); objects do not have the abstract features of geometric shapes (e.g.,

smooth face and edges), but the underlying system supports thinking about

objects in abstract form. If so, the instructional key would be to build a bridge to

this knowledge like the VWFA provides a bridge to the language system.

Unfortunately, this does not appear to be the case: Children do not automatically

engage their navigational or object-processing systems during formal geometry

tasks, even when there is a clear mapping between these visuospatial represen-

tations and the geometry tasks (Dillon et al., 2013).

These results, however, are not the same as saying that different brain

systems support primary navigation abilities and formal Euclidean geometry

or object processing and an understanding of the properties of solids. As with

language and the development of writing systems, humans could not have

discovered these aspects of mathematics without brain systems for processing

object features and navigating in large-scale space that are integrated with the

top–down attentional control networks that support explicit problem solving.

The critical difference is that knowledge of these features of the world is implicit

(people are not consciously aware of them) in the organization of the associated

brain, perceptual, and cognitive systems, whereas the corresponding mathem-

atical knowledge is hard-won (often emerging after centuries of work and

debate), explicit, and objectively defined based on mathematical principles.

The knowledge is represented in ways – written, mathematical, visually – that

can be communicated with and understood by other people and that becomes

part of the earlier described cumulative culture. In other words, mathematicians

discovered these features of mathematics through goal-directed hard work,

supported by the attentional control systems, and were able to visualize and

think about the mathematical properties of objects, for example, because there

are folk systems for processing features of real-world objects.

As one last consideration, let us return to Einstein’s mental simulations, that

is, the use of attention-driven mental models for problem solving. In his case

and with others during the general development of mathematics as a field, the

simulations are goal directed and likely involve alterations between engage-

ment of the default mode network for the generation of ideas (e.g., forming

associations between remotely related concepts) and the top–down attentional

control systems for the subsequent explicit evaluations, refinements, and syn-

theses of these ideas. Indeed, this process is consistent with Hadamard’s (1945)

analysis of how mathematicians make their discoveries, more general analyses
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of the processes that underlie creative contributions (Simonton, 2003), and

extends to discoveries in other technical fields (e.g., Kell et al., 2013). In the

case of mathematics, the simulations often have a visual (e.g., imagining

a geometric solid) or more dynamic visuospatial component to them, as

described by Einstein.

In educational settings, students often use these types of simulations for

mathematical problem solving, as in solving word problems; performance on

these problems is predictive of later economic and educational outcomes,

controlling other factors (e.g., general ability; Park et al., 2007; Rivera-Batiz,

1992). As with most problems, multistep mathematics word problems can be

solved inmultiple ways, one of which involves the generation of a mental model

that includes a visuospatial representation of the relations described in the

problem (Casey & Ganley, 2021; Lewis & Mayer, 1987). The generation

requires constructing a visual or physical sketch of the relations in the problem,

and this in turn helps the problem solver to better understand these relations and

reduces problem-solving errors (Jitendra & Woodward, 2019; Lewis, 1989).

The generation of these mental models, however, does not come naturally for

the solving of mathematical word problems – many students do not generate

useful models and those who do often require some type of instruction (Lewis,

1989; van Garderen et al., 2013). Instruction in this view is not only teaching the

mathematical content but also how to co-opt these folk systems (visuospatial

and mental models in this example) to better understand this content and to

problem solve using the rules of mathematics (e.g., Ünal et al., 2023).

In summary, modern mathematics is an evolutionarily novel academic

domain that emerged over several millennia, and thus there is no reason to

believe that people have an intuitive understanding of much of it. The ANS

is the closest folk ability to modern mathematics, but even here only

provides an intuitive understanding that relative magnitudes can be arrayed

from smaller to larger, and perhaps a basic ability to combine them. While

this might provide a general conceptual structure for understanding sym-

bolic quantities, the number line, and perhaps basic arithmetic, the more

precise properties of numbers (e.g., negative numbers, irrationals), the

mathematical number line, and symbolic arithmetic are biologically second-

ary knowledge and emerged fitfully during the development of mathematics

as an academic field. As a result, it is not surprising that it takes years of

instruction for students to acquire this knowledge – their intuitive under-

standing of quantities and continuous magnitudes is nowhere near sufficient

for this knowledge to emerge without extensive instruction (Siegler &

Braithwaite, 2017).
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4 Noncognitive Processes and Educational Outcomes

There are several noncognitive factors that contribute to various academic

outcomes, including aspects of personality, self-concepts, and affective or

emotional factors such as mathematics and test anxiety. The relation between

these traits and academic outcomes is well established but has not been inte-

grated into an evolutionary approach to learning. Thus, the goal here is to

provide an initial discussion as to how they might be incorporated into this

approach. At a general level, these noncognitive processes must operate by

influencing engagement of the top–down attentional systems that support sec-

ondary learning. These processes can involve the here-and-now ability to

maintain attentional focus during learning episodes and maintain goals that

enable a long-term investment in schooling. Both the short-term processes and

the long-term goal maintenance are likely supported, at least in part, by the

evolutionary changes in the top–down attentional networks, that is, the ability to

override prepotent biases (e.g., to socialize) and stay focused on less compelling

activities, such as learning mathematics (Csikszentmihalyi & Hunter, 2003;

Geary, 1995). The evolutionary elaboration of the default mode network sup-

ports the ability to imagine future states and thus understand the long-term

benefits of schooling. The DMN also contributes to self-awareness, which in

turn sets the foundation for the development of academic self-concepts (Geary

& Xu, 2022).

4.1 Conscientiousness and Anxiety

We begin with conscientiousness, which is the one component of personality

that is consistently related to academic and occupational outcomes (Schneider

& Preckel, 2017). It reflects general organizational and planning skills,

a preference for order and routine in daily activities, and more generally a self-

controlled future orientation (Costantini & Perugini, 2016). Among other

things, conscientiousness contributes to grade-point average across the elemen-

tary school years and into college, although some other aspects of personality

(e.g., social agreeableness) are also important in earlier grades (Poropat, 2009).

Moreover, conscientiousness is unrelated (or slightly negatively correlated) to

general ability (Anglim et al., 2022), and thus contributes to educational

outcomes in ways that differ from the direct contributions of the fronto-

parietal network.

The core facets of contentiousness that contribute to educational outcomes

are self-control and the ability to maintain a focus on long-term goals, especially

maintaining goal-focused behaviors (e.g., studying) for activities that are not

particularly interesting (Spielmann et al., 2022). The core – self-controlled
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future orientation – of conscientiousness is consistent with the earlier described

use of mental models for problem solving and mental time travel. In other

words, the core of conscientiousness might reflect a component of this recently

evolved system – specifically, a component that maintains focus on long-term

goals and involves the suppression of potential distractors that would deflect

from achieving these goals. The brain systems underlying conscientiousness are

not fully understood but overlap with the salience network (Rueter et al., 2018;

Sassenberg et al., 2023; S. Wang et al., 2019; Yi et al., 2023). Recall, this

network is important for switching between the fronto-parietal and default

mode networks and is involved in management of motivational and affective

states (Menon & Uddin, 2010; Schimmelpfennig et al., 2023). From this

perspective, conscientiousness might reflect, in part, the ability to maintain

engagement of the fronto-parietal network (through the salience network)

during learning episodes and to engage components of the DMN that support

the generation of future states, including long-term educational goals.

The management of affective states comes through the integration of the

salience network with the emotion-processing amygdala (area 25, Figure 6).

One evolved function of the amygdala is to detect threat and thus is related to

ease of forming phobias associated with evolutionarily relevant contexts (e.g.,

presence of a predator) (Öhman & Mineka, 2001; Seligman, 1971). The amyg-

dala also contributes to the formation of fears associated with evolutionarily

novel or seemingly nonthreatening objects or situations (McNally, 1987). The

latter is common across species and provides a form of plasticity for adapting to

new threats in the environment. For some students these systems are engaged in

educational settings and can result in anxiety for certain academic topics or

testing situations.

The phenomena can be illustrated with mathematics anxiety, that is, appre-

hension or anxiety when having to engage with mathematics and especially

mathematics tests (Ashcraft, 2002; Baloglu & Koçak, 2006; Hembree, 1990).

Higher mathematics anxiety is associated with lower mathematics achievement

and avoidance of mathematics coursework (Caviola et al., 2022; Dowker et al.,

2016; Ma, 1999), but the cause–effect relation is unclear. Generally, lower

mathematics achievement is associated with later increases in mathematics

anxiety (Geary et al., 2023; Ma & Xu, 2004), suggesting that difficulties with

mathematics and the need to continually engage with it during schooling can

result in a learned fear or anxiety. In this view, mathematics anxiety emerges

through fear conditioning, whereby anxiety-prone individuals are more likely to

acquire it than their calmer peers if they experience anxiety during mathematics

learning (e.g., through interactions with math anxious teachers) or evaluations

(Levine & Pantoja, 2021). Indeed, individuals with high levels of math anxiety
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have physiological and other responses like those found with phobias

(Hembree, 1990; Lyons & Beilock, 2012), and the genetic risks associated

with general anxiety contribute to mathematics anxiety, independent of math

competencies (Wang et al., 2014).

These patterns are consistent with Young et al.’s (2012) finding that mathem-

atics anxiety is correlated with engagement of an amygdala nucleus that con-

tributes to fear conditioning (i.e., reacting with anxiety to cues of potential

threats). In these situations, the anxiety-provoking situation engages the sali-

ence network that in turn can result in an exaggerated focus on and response to

the potential threat. This shift in focus (e.g., ruminating on potentially failing)

disrupts the attentional engagement needed for learning episodes and through

this can interfere with performance on mathematics tests or learning (Ashcraft

& Krause, 2007; G. Ramirez et al., 2018). Pletzer et al. (2015) found that

individuals with higher levels of mathematics anxiety showed less deactivation

of the default mode network than their peers when engaged in number process-

ing. The poor deactivation of the DMN is in keeping with a self-relevant

preoccupation during mathematics activities and will interfere with mathemat-

ics learning and performance.

More generally, many people cope with these reactions by avoiding the

situations associated with the fear or anxiety, which perpetuates it (McNally,

1987). Avoidance of mathematics will reduce long-term educational and

occupational options, and thus reductions in anxiety could be beneficial for

many students. A common approach is to increase exposure to the threat,

which over time can result in a decline in the associated fear or anxiety. For

mathematics this would involve improving basic mathematics competencies,

starting at a level that would ensure success, which has been found to

simultaneously reduce mathematics anxiety and reduce the overreactivity

of the amygdala (Supekar et al., 2015). Other components of such interven-

tions might involve changing how students appraise their difficulties with

mathematics – specifically, instilling a realization that occasional struggles

are due to the difficulty of learning the material and not due to lack of ability

to improve one’s mathematical competencies (G. Ramirez et al., 2018).

In any event, the gist of this section and the former one is that the core

noncognitive factors (more below) that influence educational outcomes are

related, at least in part, to the evolutionary elaboration of the earlier described

brain networks (Section 2.2), including the salience network and components of

the default mode network. Recall that the key to building secondary brain

networks is experience-dependent activation of the network of regions that

support secondary abilities. The salience network is important here for balan-

cing the activation of the fronto-parietal and DMN networks and maintaining
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engagement of the former during academic learning or performance episodes.

Although the DMN is typically active when attention is unfocused, it can be

engaged from the top–down when recalling past personal experiences (episodic

memory) and for generating mental models of potential future states. The

important component here is the generation of long-term educational goals

(e.g., imagining oneself as a college graduate) and maintaining focus on these

goals. The construction of strategies to reduce the difference between one’s

current state and the desired future state, such as obstacles to achieving educa-

tional goals, likely engages the fronto-parietal network.

4.2 Self-Awareness and Academic Self-Concepts

The evolutionary elaboration of the default mode network and the resulting

ability to generate self-referential thoughts and mental models was likely driven

by a within-species arms race focused on status climbing and resource control

(Garin et al., 2022; Geary, 2005). These mechanisms did not evolve to support

academic learning, but they do contribute to innovation in secondary domains

and the ability to build mental models for academic problem solving. The focus

here is on the associated ability to engage in top–down self-reflections or self-

awareness, which is the “ability to take oneself as the object of attention and

thought” (Leary & Buttermore, 2003, p. 366), and the generation of a self-

schema (Figure 1). The latter is knowledge that contributes to a social identity,

as well as self-knowledge related to traits that are socially and culturally

important, including academic self-concepts (Geary & Xu, 2022). An evolu-

tionary perspective on these issues helps to explain some perplexing findings,

such as why many people are more focused on their physical than academic

traits, even though educational outcomes are strongly related to success in the

modern world. The perspective also highlights the importance of a cultural

focus on academic traits, that is, that gaining them is socially valued.

We begin by stepping back and considering various forms of self-awareness

and their evolution. One influential proposal includes five forms of self-

knowledge (Neisser, 1988). The first two are ecological and interpersonal,

which do not involve an explicit reflection on the self and ecological and social

interactions, just coherent self-interested and species-typical responses to these

contexts, as illustrated by synchronous mother–infant interactions (Bernieri

et al., 1988). The private self is a conscious ability to remember events that

are only available to the self, but supports the ability to convey internal states

(e.g., hunger) to others and may have contributed to the evolution of theory of

mind (Gallup, 1998). The extended self and the conceptual self are the most

highly developed in humans relative to other species (Leary & Buttermore,
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2003). The extended self is an awareness of self-continuity across time and

integrates past, present, and potential future representations of oneself, contrib-

uting to the maintenance of long-term goals. The conceptual self is composed of

more abstract representations of the self, such as social identity (e.g., as

a student), personality (e.g., conscientious), and common ways of responding

(e.g., punctual).

People identify social relationships as a core part of the self-schema or

conceptual self (Esnaola et al., 2020; Harter, 2006; Shavelson et al., 1976).

Physical abilities and physical appearance are also important components of

self-concept, which is consistent with an evolutionary perspective. In traditional

contexts, physical abilities are important for survival-related activities (e.g.,

hunting) and reproductive competition, especially for men, whereas physical

appearance influences mate choices and general social treatment (Geary, 2021).

The importance of social relationships and physical traits for the development

of one’s self-concept is likely a human universal and contributes to pride or self-

esteem (Durkee et al., 2019) and is thus supported by inherent motivational and

reward systems (e.g., feeling good after socializing). At the same time, plasti-

city in the formation of self-concepts and the differential valuation of them is

expected from an evolutionary perspective, given the many ecological and

social niches occupied by humans. Indeed, ethnographies indicate that prestige

and self-esteem are related to success in culturally important endeavors, includ-

ing farming skills in horticulturalists, animal husbandry in pastoralists, and

fighting competencies in groups in conflict (Barkow, 1975). Self-concepts in

these culturally relevant areas can be important for developing a specialized

niche within these contexts based on self-awareness of one’s related strengths

and weaknesses.

If the evolution of a conceptual self supports cultural niche seeking and an

enhanced ability to use one’s strengths in culturally important domains, then

self-concepts should become differentiated during development and become

stable and reflective of actual competencies before entering the world of

adulthood. Academic self-concepts fit this pattern, as they become increasingly

differentiated during schooling (Harter, 2006; Marsh & Shavelson, 1985) and

are influenced by actual achievement (Valentine et al., 2004). Over time,

a reciprocal relation between self-concepts and achievement in specific aca-

demic domains emerges, such that a more favorable earlier self-concept is

associated with academic gains in that area (Wu et al., 2021). This pattern is

consistent with the co-evolution of a conceptual self and cultural niche seeking,

if we assume individuals differentially invest in refining their relative strengths,

as they appear to in academic (Marsh & Martin, 2011) and nonacademic

domains (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Marsh et al., 2006).
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One important difference is that the benefits of culturally relevant self-

concepts in traditional contexts are typically more concrete and immediate

(e.g., hunting in hunter-gatherer societies) than the benefits of long-term invest-

ment in learning abstract academic knowledge. The latter appear to require

more explicit cultural supports that foster their valuation than is likely to be

needed in more traditional contexts. These would include supports in classroom

settings (e.g., emphasizing inventors) and in family contexts. International

differences in mathematics achievement, for instance, are related in part to

cultural variation in how much these competencies are valued, which in turn

influences the rigor of the curriculum and parental expectations for investment

in this learning (Stevenson & Stigler, 1992). Relative to European Americans,

the Asian-American advantage in academic achievement (including mathemat-

ics) is largely related to parental expectations and relative focus on academic

achievement (Hsin &Xie, 2014), but these advantages decline over generations,

in keeping with wider cultural valuation (or not) of academic competencies

(Sakamoto et al., 2009).

5 Instruction Implications and Research

The likely contributions of the default mode network to mathematical and other

discoveries and innovations seems to support the use of discovery learning as an

instructional approach (Gray, 2016). The approach might work for some areas of

mathematics, as an example, if the implicit (e.g., organization of supporting brain

systems) structure of relevant folk abilities, such as the ANS, object processing,

and navigation systems, had a one-to-one correspondence with the associated

mathematical concepts and if engaging these systems resulted in an explicit

understanding of this structure. For instance, the navigation system provides an

implicit understanding that the fastest way to get fromone place to another is to go

“as the crow flies,” and this was made explicit in a formal Euclidean postulate

(West et al., 1982, p. 221): “a line can be drawn from any point to any point (In

Euclidean geometry, a line is a straight line).”However, navigation does not result

in an explicit understanding of the mathematical definition of a line; this has to be

taught. More generally, Hadamard’s (1945) descriptions of the processes under-

lying actual mathematical discoveries indicate that these often require continual

focus and effort over long periods of time, a conceptual representation of the

desired goal to be solved, and considerable background knowledge. These

conditions cannot be replicated in classrooms with students who are essentially

mathematical novices, and novices in all other secondary domains.

The most fundamental educational implication stems from the differences in

the brain and cognitive networks and behavioral biases that support the
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development of primary and secondary abilities. Many of the scaffolds for the

former emerge during prenatal and early postnatal development, and the full

abilities emerge without instruction or much cognitive effort, as long as children

engage in species-typical activities. Many of these brain and behavioral scaf-

folds have a deep evolutionary history and are evident in one form or another

across species (e.g., E. A. Murray et al., 2018). We do not have this deep

evolutionary history for academic domains and thus the same types of built-in

scaffolds are neither expected nor found, as was described for reading and

aspects of mathematics. As a result, the built-in structure that guides the

development of primary folk abilities, such as language, needs to be provided

by instructional materials, teaching practices, and cultural valuation for second-

ary abilities, such as reading and writing.

Moreover, the knowledge embedded in primary abilities is implicit: the

reading of facial expressions or navigating from one place to another does not

need to be explicitly understood to achieve these ends, because the underlying

brain networks guide the associated behaviors and cognitions (Geary, 1995).

Secondary knowledge and abilities, such as reading fluency, can become auto-

matic and implicit but not without considerable practice (Cooper & Sweller,

1987; Kirschner et al., 2006; Winegard et al., 2018b). Before this point,

instruction needs to provide an explicit structure to the knowledge to be learned,

as exemplified by worked examples or step-by-step examples of how to solve

one type of problem or another (Sweller & Cooper, 1985). The degree of needed

external structure will vary from one student to the next based on the earlier

described factors that influence educational outcomes, including cognitive

ability, conscientiousness, and academic self-concepts and anxiety, as well as

prior knowledge in the domain (Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Geary, 2007; Mayer,

2004; Schneider & Preckel, 2017; Sweller et al., 2019; Walberg, 1984).

The benefits of an organized, explicit curriculum were demonstrated with

Project Follow Through (United States), which was the largest educational

intervention ever conducted (Stebbins, 1977). The study provided a quasi-

experimental evaluation of instructional approaches and included about

200,000 children across 180 communities. Each participating school partnered

with a university or related group to develop and implement an intervention

spanning four years from kindergarten through third grade grounded in differing

principles and foci. These reflected basic teaching philosophy and broadly

included direct instruction, cognitive approaches (e.g., focus on problem solv-

ing), and social/affective approaches focusing on, for instance, self-efficacy.

The educational goals ranged from a focus on mastery of basic skills to more

complex problem solving and conceptual understanding. Overall, children in

the direct instruction programs with a focus on basic skills and mastery had
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better outcomes on basic skills, problem solving, and had a better academic self-

concept than did students in the other programs. There was some fade-out over

time, but many of these gains were maintained through the elementary school

years (Meyer, 1984; Meyer et al., 1983).

The results were of course roundly criticized (House et al., 1978), but

nonetheless consistent with an evolutionary perspective on learning and with

findings from the evolutionarily informed cognitive load theory. The latter

incorporates the working memory/attentional demands of instructional mater-

ials and approaches and students’ prior knowledge in the domain into teaching

strategies (Sweller et al., 2019). Other recent studies suggest that framing

secondary concepts in primary scenarios (e.g., placing kin and nonkin in

different groups to introduce mathematical sets) can improve students’ engage-

ment and motivation in secondary learning and sometimes improve learning

itself (Alipour et al., 2023; Lespiau & Tricot, 2019, 2022a, 2022b).

Although much remains to be learned, there seems to be a consensus that

unassisted, student-driven discovery learning is less effective than direct

instruction (Alfieri et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2022), but for some academic

content, instructional approaches that include a combination of direct instruc-

tion and guided discovery are sometimes more effective than direct instruction

alone (Alfieri et al., 2011; de Jong et al., 2023). Guided instruction where the

teacher and instructional materials provide some structure to learning is con-

sistent with an evolutionary perspective because it organizes the students’

learning episode in ways that would not occur with unguided discovery learn-

ing. The effective use of this approach, however, is dependent on factors

emphasized in cognitive load theory, including a firm understanding of basic

knowledge in the area, which is best learned through direct instruction, and the

attentional demands of the learning episode.

6 Conclusion

Modern education is an unprecedented social intervention designed to prepare

students for life in evolutionarily novel WEIRD societies. The goal is to coax

the brain into processing information and understand concepts that it did not

evolve to process or understand, as well as to organize children’s activities so

that these goals are met. The long-standing debates regarding educational

practices, especially child-centered unguided discovery learning methods and

other romantic views, as contrasted with more direct, explicit, and teacher

directed learning can be put to bed from an evolutionary perspective. This

does not mean there is no place for guided (teacher aided) discovery learning

or that all instruction needs to be direct and explicit. As noted, the most effective
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approach will depend on the secondary content and students’ prior knowledge.

The point is that the basic premises of discovery learning, constructivism, and

related approaches are well suited for the developmental elaboration of primary

abilities, but this is only because their acquisition is aided by built-in brain,

cognitive, and motivational scaffolds that support this learning.

These scaffolds exist because primary abilities have a deep evolutionary

history, as contrasted with a shallow cultural history for secondary abilities.

To be sure, there has likely been some evolutionary section for secondary

learning, but it is neither deep nor universal, and thus the child-driven behaviors

that elaborate primary abilities are mismatched with the activities that promote

secondary learning. This evolutionary framing helps us to understand why

language learning is easier than learning to read; why children are more

interested in socializing than learning mathematics; and, why their self-

concepts are more centered on physical and social traits than on the secondary

abilities that will make them successful as an adult in WEIRD societies. The

approach also highlights the importance of an explicit, goal-directed curriculum

and explicit instructional approaches that provide the same types of structure to

students’ secondary learning that is provided by the inherent scaffolds that

support the developmental fleshing out of primary abilities.
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